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THE HISTORY OF GIS

J T COPPOCK AND D W RHIND

Contputer-based CH5 have been used since at least the late lEit‘i0s: their mamta!

]J|'t“t?cit.?C(.’.§'SCtr'S were in use perhaps .100 years earlier. Ackn.owiedgt'ng the paucity of
well-documented t.’vident.'e, this chapter describes the background to the development
ofsuch systems, stresting the (‘Oil-felt! in which such development took place, the role

oforganizations and indivicluais where this can be ascertained, and the applications
which the systems were intended to meet. A broad definition is taken of (its so as

not to excittde any significant developments,‘ computer mapping s_y.s*tent.y of all types

(inchtding those with line-printer graphics, the forerunners of contemporary raster
sytttettttu‘) are included.

it is demonstrated that most, but by no l'm='tl-"£3 all, of the early developments

originated in North America. The roles of key organizations such as the US Bureau

of the Census, the US Geological Survey, the Harvard Laboratory for Comptttcr
Graphics and the Experimental Cartography Unit are described and the activities of
the commercial sector are wcempitfled by a case study of En vironmental Systems

Research tnrtitttte. Reasonls are suggestedfor significant international differences in

the ticvetopment ofGt.S. such as the ttttitudetr to owrtership of data and the perceived
role oflhc tttttlc. It is concluded that several stages of evolution of GIS can be

defined. These overlap in time and occur at different momertrs in tit'fj“erent parts of

title world. The first, or pioneering age, extended from the early 1960; to about 1975,-

in this. individttol personalities were of critical importance in determining what Wd.i'
achieved. The second phase, approximately from I973 until the em-Iy 1980:, saw a

regularization ofexperiment and practice within and fostered by national agencies,-
local cxperirrtertt and action continued ttnlrammelled and duplictztiort of effort was

common. The third phase, running from about I982 until the late 1980.9, was that of

Cornmerciai dominance The fbttrth (and current) phase is one of user dominance,

facilitated by competition among vendors. embryonic standardization on open
tystettts and increasing agreement on the tt.\'er'.r perception of what :1 G15‘ should do
and look like.

 INTRODUCTION government departments and agencies would
certainly help. As yet. however. few organizations

A variety of information indicates that the field of have given any thought to fotrnalizing the history of
GIS has expanded rapidly in recent years (see their involvement in GIS and at least one major
Maguirt: 1991 in this volume). From where did all player (Ordnance Survey; soc Finch 198?) has

this business and the resulting jobs arise‘? refused to let its detailed records be examined by
Unhappily, we scarcely know. GIS is a field in external researchers. Less certain1y.tl1e records of

which history is little more than anecdotal. To computer hardware and software companies could
rectify this. a Search through the archives of also be a source of relevant information but no such

21
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material has been uncovered. Unfortunately for

those writing the history of (313. neither staff of

commercial companies nor govern mcnt officials

have a tradition of writing books or papers on their

experience of an emerging technology. Research
staff in government or private sector research

organizations are exceptions to this rule but, even
for them, writing papers for the benefit of the

scientific community at large has a relatively low

priority. As far as is known, the only official attempt

anywhere to provide a broad overview of the field as
a whole is that given by the Report of the

Committee of Inquiry inl;o the Handling of
Geographic information (Department of the

Environment 1987; Rliind and Mounsey 1989}.
The main source of information. with all the

risks of partisan bias. remains researchers in the
academic community. In reality, however, even the
numbers of acatlemies working in this field were

quite small until the expansion of the last decade.
Moreover, as Chrisman (1988) and Rhind [1988]

both testify. those active in universities in this field

in the early stages of the development of GIS were
often outside the formal academic career structure

and were so heavily involved in project work that

they had little time or inclination to write papers. In
any case, at the beginning there were no obvious

outlets for publication in a topic that was seen as

marginal to a large number of interests; Rhind‘s
(1976) report. for instance, may well be the first
example of a record of GIS conference papers
which were described as such in a mainstream

academic publication. While the advent of specialist
GIS conferences (often disguised by use of other
titles such as AUTDCARTO) provided one

publishing mechanism from 1974 onwards. the early

conference proceedings were intermittent and were

not easily accessible to those who had not attended

the gatherings. We do not believe this postulated
paucity of recorded history represents

incompetence on our part: a correspondence
prompted by the editor of Pltorogramtntrrric

Engineering and Remote Sertsing. for example

{Marble 1989; Tomlinson 1989}, generated great

controversy and revealed a lack of documentation
on the first use of GIS in the refereed literature.

Finally and most crucially. the content of any
history of GIS depends in large measure on the

definition adopted. A strict definition. as a

computer-based system for cu-ialyst'ng spatially

referenced data. would greatly restrict the held

22

because. with the major exception of the Canada

Geographic Information System (Tomlinson 1967),
this was not a common feature until the 19803. A

more general interpretation. as any system for
handling geographical data. would greatly widen the

field and hence enlarge the number of contributors.
Such ti definition would embrace, not only the

whole held of automation in cartography (which

was often the precursor to any involvement in GIS

and provided. in terms of computervgenerated
graphics. the most common form of output for most

early systems). but also many general-purpose
statistical and database packages capable of

handling x,y.z point data. Formal definitions of GIS

are not. therefore. of much help and relatively little

reliance is placed on them in this book as a whole.

In any event. the field evolved not from some ex
cntfmdrn definition of the subject but through sets of

interactions. The main backgrounds of those
involved have been cartography. computer science.

geography, surveying. remote sensing. commercial
data processing, mathematics and statistics. The
purposes to which the systems have been put

include environmental protection. urban and

regional planning, land management, property
owncrsltip and taxation. resource management. the

management of utilities, site location. military

intelligence and tactics. and many others - as later

chapters in this volume testify. The field has

developed, then, from a melting pot of concepts.

ideas. practice. terminology and prejudice brought

together by people from many different

backgrounds, interacting with each other often on a
chance and bilateral basis in the early days and

normally proceeding in blissful ignorance of what

was going on elsewhere. The essence of GIS is thus

its multidisciplinary character, with some at least of
those involved in developing this technology having

little: previous involvement, or even interest, in the

handling of geographical data as such (see Maguire.
1991 in this volume for further discussion of the

definition of G13).

This review of the history of GIS is inevitably a

consequence of the authors’ accidental exposure to

early developments and their own set of value-

judgements; different views certainly exist. such as
that manifested in Cooke's portrayal of the

genealogical structure of geoproccssing systems in
general (Fig. 2.1]. In particular, it is suspected that
the role of those who did not contribute to the

formal literature has been unclcrplayed. especially
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those working in the n1iIitary. While regrettable.
this is probably unavoidable: history very often

consists solely of what has been written down.

THE GRASS ROOTS EVOLUTION OF GIS

What seems clear is that there were many

initiatives, usually occurring independently and
often in ignorance of each other, concerned with

different facets of the field and frequently
originating in the interests. often disparate. of

particular individuals. Like the reality (as opposed
to the reporting) of scientific research, there was no

strictly logical progression towards the development
and implementation of (318, but rather a mixture of
failures. set-backs. diversions and successes.

inevitably, more is known about the successes than

about the failures which. according to both
Dangermond and Smith (1988) and Tomlinson
(1988). have been numerous and often attributable

to bad advice, ignorance and a determination to go
it alone. This is unfortunate because "failures are

often as illuminating as successes, if not more so
(Giles 1987). What also seems clear is that

particular individuals and institutions played key
roles. acting as examples or as sources of expertise,

advice and often skilled personnel; since these
contributions are now better recorded than is the

generality of progress, this account will tend to
emphasize them, particularly those of Howard

Fisher in the Harvard Laboratory for Computer

Graphics (LCG), Roger Tomlinson in the Canada
Cieographic Information System (CGIS) and Jack
Dangermond in the Environmental Systems
Research Institute (ESRI) in North America. and

David P. Bicltmore at the Experimental

Cartography Unit (ECU) in the United Kingdom.

Many others played significant parts (c.g. Tobler
1959; Nordbeck 1962; Cook 1966; Hagerstrand

1967: Diello, Kirk and Callander 1969 and Boyle

(sec Rhind 1988)). but these four have been the

subject of particular articles in a special and
invaluable issue of The /lrrtericttrr Crtrtogrrtpher

(Tomlinson and Petchenilt 1938). Fortunately, these

individuals seem to typify the interests. attitudes
and commitments of those working in the vintage
era of GIS from the late 1950s to the end ofthe
19703.

The motivations for developing GIS or

The History ofG|S

components of such systems have varied very
widely. They have ranged from academic curiosity

or challenge when faced with the possibility of using
new sources otdata or techniques, through the

desire for greater speed or efficiency in the conduct
of operations on spatially referenced data, to the
realization that desirable tasks could be undertaken

in no other way. The last was undoubtedly a

powerful motive in two key developments which are

discussed in more detail below — the Oxford System

of Automated Cartography and the Canada

Geographic information System. It was the
experience of publishing the Atlas of Great Hrimin

and Northern lrelnr-id (Bickmore and Shaw H63)

and the criticisms this attracted of being out of date

and unwieldy that convinced D. F. Bickmorc,
probably in 1958 but certainly no later than 1960,

that only the computer could provide a cost-
cffcctive mechanism to check. edit and classify data,

to model situations and to facilitate experiments in
graphic display {Rhind 1988). Similarly. it was the

impossibility of analysing maps of East Africa at an

acceptable cost that first led R. Tomlinson (.1988) to
think of a digital approach. A calculation made in
1965 indicated the need for some $Can a million in

1965 prices and a requirement for 556 technicians
for three years in order to overlay the Z1 :5(Jll(lU scale

maps of the Canada Land Inventory; this

unacceptable level of resources acted as an
incentive to develop a more automated approach.

lt was, of course, the advent of the digital
computer and the order-of-magnitude decrease in

computing costs every six years over a 30-year

period (Simonett 1988} that made such alternative
digitally based approaches viable. It is interesting to
note, however. that not all early work used the

digital computer. Thus perhaps the earliest attempt

to automate map production, the preparation of the
Artrnr oftlre Britta}: Flora, employed a modified

punch card tabulator to produce maps on pre-
printed paper from cards on which had been

punched the grid references of recorded
occurrences (Perring and Walters 1962). Altltough

this approach was not repeated and Perring (1964)

later recognized that the analysis of voluminous
data could more easily be undertaken by computer.

it anticipated the widespread mapping in the late
1960s byline printer. it is also interesting to note

that Perring was a botanist. with no training in

cartography. who was faced with the taslt of
providing Ztlllil maps from data that had been

23
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Fig. 2.1 An individual perception of the genealogy of geoprocessing in the United States (Pers. Comm.
Don Cooke, 1990). Circles are ‘places’, i.e. companies, government agencies, universities, etc.; rectangles
are ideas or concepts, often embodied in a software package or database; directed lines show direct or
indirect migration or influence in a number of different ways. Examples of flows or lack of expected ones
include:
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0 Harvard Labs influence on (315 vendors (Morehnuse tn ESRI, Simon to Intergraph; Odyssey tn
Synereom)

0 DIME was independent from the SACS (Small Area Census Studies)

9 the diagram suggests that the USGS and the US Postal Service had very little inlluence on most
developments.
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recorded on punch cards. His initiative also
illustrates an aspect to be repeated in many later

projects where the application of technology was
driven by an urgent need ofthe users. that such a

task would have to take advantage of the best
available technology - whatever its limitations —
rather than await the ideal solution; it was also

similar to many later applications in that it was a

‘one-off‘ development which, having served its
purpose. was not taken any further. Slightly later

work (around 1967) by Berlin in Paris involved the
modification of IBM ‘golfball‘ typewriters driven

directly by punch card readers to produce
proportional symbol maps.

It is also clear that it was in North America that

most of the significant early developments in. and

applications of, GIS and related technology were
made. By the early 1980s, Tornlinson (1985)

estimated that there were probably more than l(ll.'ll'l
systems in North America, :1 figure that must have

represented a very high proportion of the systems
then existing in the world as a whole. The bulk of

this account will accordingly focus on North
America, with later references to the United

Kingdom and other European countries and to
developments elsewhere in the developed world. It

is only in the late 1980:: that any significant
developments have occurred in developing

countries and then often through the aid and

encouragement of developed countries {see Taylor
1991 in this volume).

THE NORTH AMERICAN SCENE

Aangecnbrug (pers. comm. 1990) has argued that
the earliest antecedents of GIS in the United States

can be traced back to the University of Washington.
In the 19505, both geographers (notably Garrison)

and transportation engineers (notably Horwood)

developed quantitative methods in transportation

studies. Garrison‘s colleagues and students included
Berry. Tobler and Marble; Horwoud’s included

Barb and Dueker (see Di1elter’s important 1974
papcr). Much of the original leadership of the

Urban and Regional Information Systems
Association (founded in H63) and that of other key

bodies was derived from or directly influenced by

this group.
By the early 1960s. at least in North America.

26

large mainframe computers were becoming widely
available. In 1964, IBM introduced its sen/as

computer, with a processing speed 400 times faster

and a memory 32 times as great as its predecessor.
the IBM 1401 (Tomlinson 1985}. These machines

were employed primarily for one of two very

different purposes: for routine administrative and
data management tasks in business and government

(such as pay—roll. stock control and record keeping
of various kinds) and for scientific applications

inyolving extensive computations, notably in
chemistry, mathematics and physics. There was

inevitably a good deal of discussion in government
departments and agencies about the possibility of

applying computer technology to handle numerical

data. especially where these were already in

machine-readable form. as with many censuses.

where punch-card technology was widely used. In
1965 the US Bureau ofthe Budget compiled an

inventory of automatic data processing in the
Federal Government. in which it noted the

significant use of computers to handle land use and

land title data (Cook and Kennedy 1966). The

following year, a conference on a comprehensive

unified land system at the University of Cincinnati

was advised that a system must be designed such
that it obtained the maximum benefit from

electronic data processing equipment (Cook 1966).
The conference also heard that the District of

Columbia already had a property data bank. which

could be searched, updated and retrieved, and that
Nassau County in New York would be the lirst to

provide fully-automated access to records of land
ownership.

The significance of the developments at the US

Bureau of the Census. stemming directly from its
need for automated address matching. is difticult to

overemphasize. This need arose from the
predominantly mail outfmail back nature of the US

census and the requirement to produce area based

tabulations from records whose only geographical
reference was the postal address. An early advisory
committee on small area data included Garrison

(see above). who urged in development project to

test automated data linkage procedures, A director
hired to run the test. Caby Smith. recruited a team

which included Corbett, Cooke. Maxfielcl. White.

Farnsworlh, Jaro. Broome and others who appear
elsewhere in these pages. The first demonstrations

of address matching, computer mapping and small
area data analysis were provided through the 1967
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New Haven Census Use Study (USEC 1969-73).

Subsequent studies elsewhere in the United States,
the launch of the DlME workshops in l.97ll and the
development and widespread distribution of
ADMATCH (address matching software) all had

major impacts upon government and academia in
the United States. Indeed, the Census Use Study

also sponsored the First International DIME

Colloquium in 1972, leading to the creation of the
Segment (later re-named as the Spatially}

Oi-ientatcd Referencing Systems Association (or
SORSA), an organization which still holds
international conferences.

increasing availability of computers in

universities was undoubtedly instrumental in the

development of the quantitative revolution in

academic geography in the early 19605 (James and

Martin 1973; Hudson 1979), particularly in the field
of spatial analysis (a term which was in general use

by the late 1960s — sec Berry and Marble 1968), with
its emphasis on the statistical treatment of

geographical data and on modelling. However,

these applications, despite their potential relevance

to handling geographical data had little interaction

with computer mapping, primarily because the
statistical methodology was largely aspatial. One

exception is a paper in an edited collection on
computers in geography which related modelling to

a crude cartography using the line printer (Rushton

1969). it is only in the middle and late 1980s that

successful attempts have been made to develop

closely coupled spatial statistics and ‘geographical‘
displays.

Computers in the 1960s had, in general. no

explicitly graphical facilities. usually operated in
batch mode and were very expensive by today's

standards. Despite this. Tohler (1959) had early

recognized their potential for automating

cartography, as had Nordbeck (1962) in Sweden.

There were, indeed, developments in autotnatirtg
cartography in several national agencies concerned

with mapping and in military establishments which

could afford equipment that was prohibitively
expensive to others. The US National Ocean Survey

was creating charts on a Gerber plotter for the

production of ‘figure fields‘ or matrices of depth
values and such organizations as the Aeronautical

Charting and Information Center at St Louis, the

Rome Air Development Center and the Central
Intelligence Agency were active in aspects of this
field (Diello, Kirk and Cal1enderl968;Ton‘t|inSott

‘l972). By the end olthc 19605, map production
assisted by computer appears to have become

widespread; for example, the Canadian
Hydrographic Survey had automated display

facilities in operation and Surveys and Mapping had
embarked on a programme to apply automated

cartography to the l :5[)tl0tl series in Canada. In the
main, however, the aim in computer applications in

national mapping agencies was to mimic manual

methods of production and so to product: maps that
were virtually indistinguishable from their manual

counterparts. Little information appears to be
available on the extent to which these methods were

Cost effective, although Tonilinson (1935) suggests

that the high cost of hardware placed them at a

disadvantage in competition with manual systems:
continuing evaluations of costs by the Ordnance

Survey in Britain, for example, did not find
automated approaches to map production as a
whole to be cost effective until the ltiltills. Unlike the

situation in Britain, where at digitizing production

line was in operation from 1973, the Topographic

Division of the United States Geological Survey did
not implement plans to automate the production of

topographic maps until the start of the 19805 — a
severe handicap to the development of rnany

gcographit:ally—hased information systems in the
United States.

An entirely different approach to the
automation of cartography was adopted elsewhere,

notably in the universities, using the standard line

printer as a mapping device. In cartographic terms,
the results were crude, but this was not the point:

the aim was to produce maps quickly and cheaply so
as to display the characteristics of the data

(especially statistical data for census tracts and the
like) and to undertake simple analyses of such data

by relating different parameters. It was here that
Howard Fisher made a sig'ni.l"it:an1 contribution and

this approach found ready applications in landscape

design, in urban and regional planning and, to a
lesser extent, in resource man agcmcnt.

The Harvard Laboratory for Computer Graphics

Fisher was not a cattographer but trained and

practisctl as an architect, He had begun work on a

computer mapping system in 1963 while at the
North Western Technical Institute (Schmidt and
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Zafft 1975). On his retirement. he succeeded in
obtaining a grant from the Ford Foundation to

develop this work and. after making unsuccessful
approaches to Chicago and Northwestern
Universities (both strongholds of non-spatial

computer applications to the analysis of

geographical data), established the Laboratory for
Computer Graphics (a title subsequently

lengthened by the addition of ‘anti Spatial

Analysis‘) in 1965 in the Graduate School of Design

at Harvard University — from which he himself had
gratluatetl. ‘There he built up a team of

programmers and others to create a mapping
package (SYMAP) which used the line printer as a

mapping device and was capable of producing

isoline, choroplcth and proximal (Thiessen polygon
or Dirichlet tessellation) maps. The package was

easy to use by the standards of the day, particularly
in relation to data for census tracts, incorporated

default options when nothing was speci lied by users
and was widely distributed. In addition to many
pirated copies. over 500 institutions acquired

SYMAP [Schmidt and Zatft l975:Chrisn1an I988):
half of these were in universities, with the

remainder equally divided between government
agencies and private institutions. Copies were

acquired not only in North America but also in
Europe and elsewhere and the manual was

translated into several languages, including

Japanese. A subsequent program. CALFORM,

which produced higher quality choropleth maps by

pen plotter and rellected the increasing (if still
sparse) availability of these plotters, seems to have
had less success although it too was a pioneering

effort. SYMAP was important as the first widely

distributed computer package for handling

geographical data. It introduced large numbers of

users to the possibilities of computer mapping: it

was the precursor. and ppssibly the progenitor. of a

large number of other programs using the line
printer; and it found a wide range of applications

particularly through the connection between the
I-larvard Laboratory and landscape architects in the

Graduate School of Design. notably C. Steinitz and

his associates — one of whom, D. Sintori, produced a

cell-based program (GRID) which permitted
multiple overlays of data. Somewhat surprisingly.

the appointment of a theoretical geographer. W.
Warntz, to succeed Fisher as Professor of

Theoretical Geography and Planning and head of
the Laboratory in 1969. had little effect on the work
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and apparently stimulated little interaction between

quantitative geography and computer mapping.

The Laboratory generated a wide range of
contracts which, after the expiry of its grant from

the Ford Foundation, became the main source of

finance. along with income generated by the sale of

mapping packages. It never developed a teaching
programme (which might have prolonged its life}
and thus only directly added a few new

professionals to the field, although it did organize a

highly significant symposium on topological data
structures in i977 and hosted influential Harvard

Computer Graphics Weeks between 1978 and 1981.
It also attracted at various times talented individuals

who contributed in many ways to the development

of computer mapping and, by extension, to

geographical information systems. Among these are

N. Chrisman, .l_ Dangermond, G. Dutton. S.
Morehouse, T. Peucker and D. Sinton, several of

whom contributed to the design and construction of

ODYSSEY, arguably the prototype of

contemporary vector GIS (Clirisman 1988).

Unhappily, the subsequent history of this system

was characterized by a series of unsuccessful

marriages between the Laboratory and commercial
enterprises and the departure of key staff from

Harvard. As a consequence, numbers of staff

declined and the Laboratory finally closed in the
late 1980s. Overall, probably its most important

contributions were in sparking creative thinking on

GIS, creating a widespread awareness of the

possibilities of handling and (to a lesser extent)
analysing spatial data, and in stimulating

programmes elsewhere which have contributed to
the longer term development of GIS.

The Canada Geographic Information System

At, about the same time as Fisher was developing his

ideas on computer mapping at Harvard, R.

Tomlinson (Tomlinson 1983) was involved in
creating possibly the lirst true G [S — and certainly
the first to be so entitled. Tomlinson can be thought

of as the father of GIS through his role in

persuading the Canadian Ciovernirient that the
creation of the Canada Geograpliic information

System (or CGIS, as it became known) in I966, was
a worthwhile investment. The origins of this.

however. go back to 1960 when he was working for

an air survey company. Spartan Air Services. which
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was undertaking a forest survey in East Africa. The
firm had been asked to analyse. all available map

sources to identify locations for new plantations and

for a new mill. The estimated costs of doing this

manually were so high that the proposal was

rejected. Tomlinson had argued that such analyses

could be undertaken by computer and was given the
opportunity to develop a digital methodology. None

of the computer companies he approached was
interested, although a subsequent chance encounter

led to an expression of interest by IBM. which was
already involved in digitizing air photographs.
Another chance encounter on an internal flight

found him sitting next to Lee Pratt, an
administrator in the Department of Agriculture.
which was then planning a Canada Land Inventory

(CLI) involving the production of many maps of

land capability for the whole of settled Canada: the

analysis of these maps was expected to throw light
on the agricultural rehabilitation of marginal farms.

Tomlinson again expressed his belief that computer-

based techniques would perform such analyses both
faster and more cheaply. He clearly succeeded in

impressing I-‘ratt, whose subsequent support was
critical to the development of the system. A
contract was awarded to Spartan Air Services to

undertake a feasibility study of a computer mapping

system for the (SL1. With the help of computer
expertise from the staff of IBM, Tornlinson

compiled a report which was accepted by the
Department of Agriculture and he was then invited

to direct its development within the Canadian
Agricultural Rehabilitation and Development

Administration (ARDA).

This development involved a large number of
people both within ARDA and in IBM, and led to

several significant developments for the future of
GIS - among them. the creation of a drum scanner

for the rapid digitization of maps (based on earlier

IBM work of digitizing aerial photographs), of a

data indexing scheme (the Morton Index 1966,

which was subsequently widely emulated) and of a
topological coding of boundaries involving the First
known use of the link/node concept of encoding

lines. The drum scanner. together with digitizing

tables, provided the input to the system which was
then based on an IBM 360f65 mainframe computer;

output could be byline printer for numerical results

and by ponderous Gerber plotter if a graphical

output was required. It is interesting to note that
there was minimal contact between CGIS and other

The History of GIS 

bodies engaged in automated cartography and

quantitative geography.
Tomlinson left the CGIS project in I969, by

which time Pratt had also left the Department of

Agriculture. Although the various capabilities of
the (JGIS had been successfully demonstrated by

this time, it was not until I971 that the system was

fully operational and subsequently it was
reorganized and simplified. It now contains a digital
archive of some 10000 maps on more than 101)

different topics. From the outside. it is difficult to
evaluate the success of CGIS. Excluding those

systems based on remote sensing data and the much
more recent TIGER system (see Rhind 199] in this

volume). it may still be the largest (315 in operation

and the only one to cover an area of continental
extent in such detail; but its use seems to have been

limited, in part no doubt because it took much time

to build up the database as maps became available
and because it came successively under four

different departments, being given a different remit
on each occasion. No doubt the facts that ‘land‘ is a

provincial responsibility in Canada and that CGIS
was. for most of its existence, a passive

organization, administered by technicians waiting
for users to seek its services were also contributory

factors. Its location in Ottawa, the lack of computer

networking at the time and the prior availability of

easily distributed printed maps of land capability -
which users elsewhere in Canada may have

regarded as more accessible — were other possible
factors in its limited operational (as opposed to

technical) success.

Early government activities in the United States

Tomlinson departed in 1969 to become a private
consultant within the GIS field. one of an initially

rare but increasingly necessary breed as proprietary

systems multiplied and salespeople sought to

persuade clients of the desirability of their systems.
In addition, he continued to play an important role
as Chairman. for the first 11 years of its existence.

of the International Geographical Union's

Commission on Geographical Data Sensing and

Processing, which had been established in 1968 and
which sponsored two major international
conferences in Ottawa in 1970 and 1972, the first

such conferences to be specifically identified with
GIS. This emphasis helped to give currency to the
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name which the (3618 had pioneered. to promote

contacts between delegates from a wide range of

disciplines and locations, and to provide an
overview of developments in the early 1970s

(Tomlinson "1970. 1972). Subsequently. the
Commission undertook an evaluation of the

handling of digital spatial data within the US
Geological Survey which, in 1976. had more than 15
information system activities concerned with the

gathering and handling of spatial information in the

fields of geology, geography. topography and water
resources. The Commission also published, under

the auspices of the UNESCO Natural Resources

Researclt Series. a major monograph on the

computer handling of geographical data

(Tomlinson. Calitins and Marble. 1976].

These investigations also revealed that by 1976
there were at least 235 items of computer software

handling spatial data which had been developed

outside the USGS; by 198i], when a revision of the

findings of this project was published. the number

had risen to over 500 (Marble 1980). These figures

are one measure of the rapid progress in this Field in
the late 1960'.-'. and the 1970s. They also illustrate one

feature of that development which the C015 had

earlier demonstrated, that there was relatively little

Contact between the developers of such software.

As a result. there was also considerable duplication,

with programs being developed independently by

different agencies to perfonn the same function. In

part this was a consequence of 8 growing awareness

of the possibilities provided by computers for
handling spatial data and for displaying results of

analyses through automated cartography. Within

the universities. too, individuals were writing

programs. often to fulfil a contractual obligation
with a locally based agency that lacked the expertise
to do so itself.

Tomlinson (1938) described the 19703 as a

period of lateral diffusion rather than of innovation
and there is considerable piecemeal evidence to

show an increasing interest among a variety of

agencies at all levels of government - federal. state,

county and city. These include military and security
establishments (such as the Central Intelligence

Agency. which developed a world data bank for its

own purposes and then made it available in the
public domain (see Anderson. Angel and Gurney

1973); land management agencies such as the US

Forest Service (Shumway 1986); conservation
bodies such as the Fish and Wildlife Service
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(Christianson 1986): the Department ofllousing
and Urban Development (Goldstein. Wertz and

Sweet 1969); the Bureau of the Census (sec earlier

description and USBC 1969-73)) and others at
federal level; states such as California. Maryland.

Minnesota. New York and Oregon; counties such as

Fairfax in Virginia (Lay 1975) and cities such as

Kansas City and Oakland. Some took existing
software. as in the application of SYMAP in the

Oakland Planning Information System (Golclstein,
warts and Sweet 1969); others developed their own
software in-house.

No comprehensive record exists of these

various, local approaches but those adopted in the
Bureau of the Census and in the USGS may be

taken to represent the federal level. Initially, they

developed quite separately. but have partially come
together in the late 1980s to link digital cover from

the USGS l : 100 000 topographic map series with
census tracts for the 1990 population census.

developments that will provide the basis for a

variety of C-15 initiatives throughout the United
States (Callahan and Broome 1934).

As already indicated. the Bureaus substantial
involvement in geographical data processing begun

with the New Haven Census Use Study in 1967

(USBC 1969-73) which led to the Dual

Independent Map Encoding (DIME) scheme as the
standard method for encoding data for census areas

and(1atcr) the preparation of experimental

Computer-generated maps of census data
{_Schweitzer 1973). The essence of DIME was a

method of describing the urban structure through
recording the topological relationships of streets;
the earliest DIME files contained no coordinates.

The advantage of proceeding thus was to provide an

automated method of checking the completeness of
areas built up from street boundaries - of particular

importance since the US Census is substantially a

mail outlmail back operation and the descriptions of
the geography were assembled in many Census

offices across the country (Dewdney and Rhind
1986). During 1972, the Bureau decided to embark

on the creation of atlases for the major

metropolitan areas (Schweitzer 1973). a task with
which the Harvard Laboratory became involved in
1975 (Chrisman 1988). The Urban Atlas Project

required the digitizing of maps of some 35 D00

census tracts in the metropolitan areas and
demonstrated the cost effectiveness of such an

approach. It also required the development of
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software for handling this large quantity of data.

Particularly significant in all these developments in

the Bureau was a small group of mathematicians led

by James P. Corbett and including Marvin While.

Although it appeared subsequent to the Loomis

(1965) paper, Corhett‘s definitive paper on the
topological principles underlying cartography and

GIS appeared in 1975 and a readily obtainable

version of it was later publislted by the Bureau itself

(Corbett 1979); it is clear that much of the credit for

defining how topology theory is applied in the field

ofGlS is clue to this group and to others working in
applications areas in the Census at the time. such as

Don Cooke. From this beginning came the

subsequent extensions to DIME, the development
of ARITHMICON and, ultimately, the creation of
TIGER {see Rhind 1991 in this volume). possibly

the largest and most all-embracing civilian (313
project yet and on which the success of the 1990 US-

Census critically hingedi

The practical involvement of the USGS in the
GIS field is exemplified by the development of a
system to handle and analyse land resource data.

the Geographical Information Retrieval and

Analysis System (GIRAS), developed from 1973

onwards to handle the increasingly large data sets

becoming available (‘Mitchell et 11!. 1977). This was
developed specifically to handle information on land
use and land cover, held on manually produced

maps at a scale of 1 :250 000 derived from aerial

photography. although these are subsequently
derived/updated directly from imagery without

manual intervention, using data from the Landsat
series of satellites. Such maps had first to be

digitized in polygon format to provide the input to
the system which had been designed to store,

manipulate and analyse tltesc data, together with

others on political and administrative subdivisions

and public land ownership. GIRAS was developed

initially as a batch processing system [GIRAS I) but

an interactive version was subsequently developed

(GIRAS 2), with access via remote terminals.
Output could be produced either in statistical or

graphical form. the latter through display on a CRT
screen or as a plot from a Calcomp drum plotter.

The system also had a capacity to convert polygonal
data into gridded data. an attribute of increasing

importance with the use of remotely sensed data.
The USGS has since made a myriad of other

contributions to the development of GIS. not least

in converting many data from paper map or stereo
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photo to digital form. Starr and Anderson (1991 in
this volume) has summarized its recent activities

and future plans.

State systems may be exemplified by the
Minnesota Land Management Information System

(MLMIS_l which appears to be one of the more
successful of such systems and illustrates the

transition from a university research facility to an

operational system within a state agency. It is

described in more detail by Robinctte (1991 in this

volume) but it illustrates the difficulty of finding a
secure financial base for such a system and the

weaknesses deriving from an early decision to
collect data on a rather coarse grid. MLMIS was

started in 1976: as a research project located in the
Center for Urban and Regional Analysis in the

University of Minnesota, where the emphasis was
on pilot projects but where some limited production

work was carried out {which proved to be unsuited
to a university environment). The system was based

upon a digital land use map of the state. prepared
from aerial photography. It was subsequently taken

over by the state and established as a service bureau

within the state planning agency. where it operated

on a ‘fee for service’ basis. an approach which

nevertheless required that the system operation and
management be subsidized. It appears that very few

users were at that time willing to pay for database
development and the service found that it had to

take on an increasing number of projects that were

marginal to its main purpose in order to remain
viable. This requirement to pay its way also led to

raised fees and a consequent reduction in use.
Nevertheless, it has undertaken several hundred

successful (318 projects during its lifetime.

The commercial sector: the example of ESRI

MLMIS is interesting as one of the systems that had

a continuing existence. Many others came into

being. often created by university groups under

contract to local or national agencies. and

subsequently disappeared for lack of funding or
because a key member of the team left. Little is

known of the many equivalent developments in the
commercial sector although the later history of the
Harvard Laboratory provides one illustration of a

commercial system that failed to get off the ground.

After reaching a low point in the 19705. following
the exhaustion of the original Ford grant and the
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withdrawal of support by the Harvard landscape

architects, the Laboratory had grown again,

developing software and applications. One of its
central activities was the development of the vector-

based GIS system, ODYSSEY. A working version

of this system was in operation by 1979 and a ‘hazy
deal’ was struck with ISSCO, a software firm

involved in computer graphics, to market it. The
firm advertised the software but then withdrew,

leaving the Laboratory with heavy debts which left
it unable to recover as a major innovator in this
field.

A happier example, also with roots in the

Laboratory, is represented by the success of the

Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI),

founded in 1969 by J. Dangermond, a landscape

architect who had gone to Harvard in 1968 to

complete a master’s degree and had then returned
to his native California. ESRI was not, of course,

the only firm operating in this field. Intergraph

(again involving a product of the Harvard
Laboratory, D. Sinton, and led by James

Meadlock), ComputerVision and Synercom were

other major players even in the 1970s. Most of these

— apart from ESRI — came into GIS from the CAD/

CAM area. But, in the light of published knowledge

and because it is a highly successful enterprise,

ESRI must serve as an exemplar for them all.

ESRI began as a non-profit organization

engaged in the field of environment consultancy,

although a brochure published in 1970 identified

computer graphics as one of the professional

services provided (Dangermond and Smith 1988). It
used and developed the cell-based package GRID

as its main applications package until the launch of

ARC/INFO in 1982, and also developed a three-
dimensional version called GRID TOPO; in the

mid/late 1970s, it developed and sold a vector-based

system, the Planning Information Overlay System

(PIOS). A few years after its launch, it became clear

that ESRI would not succeed in raising the

necessary finance for growth as a non-profit

organization and it consequently became a with-

profit enterprise. The firm initially used the

University of California mainframe computer but,

with falling costs of hardware and increasing

computer use, found it more convenient and cost

effective to acquire its own minicomputer. By the
mid-1970s it was also advertising its competence in

GIS and by the early 1980s was providing a turnkey

GIS. This proved very popular and a large and
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growing number of such systems have been
installed. ESRI’s ability to make its ARC/INFO

system function across computer platforms ranging

from personal computers, through workstations and

minicomputers up to the largest mainframes has

clearly been beneficial to the company.

Initially, most of ESRI’s project work was on

relatively small applications, relating to site or

location analyses, but it became increasingly

involved in environmental questions, reflecting the

growing recognition of environmental problems in
the United States. In 1973, it began work on its first

state-wide system designed for mapping

environmental suitability, the Maryland Automatic

Geographic Information (MAGI) system, which
became a model for other state systems. It had

earlier participated in several applications in town

planning in the United States, Australia, Canada,

France, Japan and Venezuela. Other projects were
undertaken in wastewater management, biological

conservation, land reclamation, floodplain

management, recreational planning and other

topics.

Throughout the 1970s and early 1980s, staff of

ESRI undertook a great deal of the project work

themselves in the absence of appropriate expertise

in commissioning agencies. It is unclear how far this

widening range and increasing number of

applications was due to a growing awareness of

ESRI’s capabilities and its own efforts to make
these known, and how far it was due to an

increasing need by potential clients to find efficient

ways of handling large quantities of data.

Dangermond and Smith (1988) have suggested that,
in the 1970s and early 1980s, it was a matter of

pressing GIS solutions on unaware and unwilling

potential users, involving constant selling and

subsequent support. Nevertheless, the fact that
ESRI staff were heavily involved in the projects

meant that they identified any flaws in their own

software at an early stage ‘and had a strong project-

oriented approach, a fact that helped to build

confidence in the firm. In contrast to the ‘selling job’

of the 1970s, the 1980s were characterized by an

increasing and accelerating trend towards

acceptance of GIS, with increasing numbers of

requests for information and advice (Dangermond
and Smith 1988). In the circumstances where this
has been the case for over a decade, users can

undertake projects with little outside advice or help

although ESRI seeks, through its ARCNEWS and
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user conferences in different parts of the world, to

provide continuing support, Of all GIS vendors,

ESRI has probably been the most successful in the
19305: much of its success can be attributed to ARCI

INFO. Many other factors played a role. including

the personality of the ESRI founder and the forging
of close links with users in education and other

sectors. By the end of the 1980s, more than 2000
systems of GIS software for use on personal

computers were being sold each year and ESRI had
expanded from a staff of 15 in the early 1970:»;

(though already operating throughout the United
States and overseas) to one with over 350 staff and

operating in a global market.

Spreading the word

‘Two other aspects are worthy of note, the

development of teaching (initially in computer
cartography and then, in the 19805, in GIS itself)

and the growing communication between workers in
these fields. Many of those who had attended the

early SYMAP conferences at Harvard began to

develop teaching applications and, as early as 1972,

a monograph on computer cartography (on which a
whole chapter was devoted to SYMAP] was
available in the Association of American

Geographers‘ Resource Papers Series (Peuclter
1972). Among those developing competence in this

field were the University of New York at Buffalo,
Simon Fraser University and the University of

Saskatchewan in Canada. although Tomlinson
(1983) has argued that in the 1970s there was

probably more on-the-job training in commercial
and government agencies than in universities.

The roles of conferences and publications in
this field have already been noted. One of the first

groups to publish a newsletter was the Urban and
Regional Information Systems Association

(URISA). founded in 1963 and holding annual
meetings thereafter. Like many maturing

organizations, it has eventually found the need to
create its own journal and the founding issue in 1989

was largely devoted to GIS. The roles of the

Harvard Graphics Weeks and the two Ottawa
conferences under the auspices of the IClU
Commission have already been noted. The most

significant other development was the

AUTOCARTO series begun (although not under
that name initially) in 1974 as an International

Syrnposium on Computer-Assisted Cartography

held at Reston, Virginia (Chrisman 1983). It is

interesting to note that, whereas some 40 people
attended the first Ottawa conference in 1970, 300
attended the second and some 500 the first

AUTOCARTO meeting (Tomlinson 1970. 1974;

Chrisrnan 1988). Such meetings have hccn hold at
biennial or shorter intervals since that time. Such

conferences became a fruitful outlet for publications

by those involved in this field, although other
papers were being prepared in a wide variety of

professional journals (notably in the htlflrllflfloflflf
Journal of Geographical lrzfornmtioit Synems, co-

edited in the United Kingdom and United States).
Of course, dcvclopinents in related fields must not

be forgotten. Relevant papers appeared in the
conferences of the Association for Computer

Machinery, in publications devoted to computer-
aided design, and in computing and engineering

journals. especially those of the latter related to the

utility companies.

By the late 198tls. then. GIS can be said to have
become widely accepted in North America. The

numbers of systems. courses. conferences. projects
and facilities continue to multiply. Central,

rcgional, state and local governments are

increasingly involved, as are those in retailing and

service delivery {see Beaumont I991 in this volume)

and in asset management (see Mahoney 1991 in this

volume). The field has also acquired a degree of

scientific recognition in the establishment of a
National Center for Geographic Information and

Analysis (NCGIA), funded by the National Science
Foundation. as a cooperative venture between the
Universities of California, Maine and New York

(Ahler 1987; sec also Morrison I991 in this

volume). What is particularly interesting to an
outsider is the speed with which acceptance of (313

has accelerated, to a stage where 018 is now a ‘buzz

word‘. and the extent to which the development has
largely happened outside the political process. at
least at a federal level. There seems. at a national

level, to have been no official declaration of policy

that this is a desirable path to follow. initiatives and

investments seem largely to have been effected

through the bureaucratic system. although the
USGS has been recognized by other federal

agencies as having a coordinating role in this field at
the federal level. As far as can be seen. the decision

ofthe USGS and the ‘US Bureau of the Census to

develop what became the TIGER tiles and the
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associated line graphs for the. whole of the United
States was largely an internal, inter—agency

agreement, unprompted by wider political
considerations.

THE BRITISH EXPERIENCE

The British experience in the GIS field is in marked

contrast in this regard, although there are some

similarities — notably in the influential role of key

personalities at an early stage in the development of
GIS. Perhaps because there is little publicly owned

land in the United Kingdom (and hence little direct

responsibility for land management) and because.

the small size of the country and the highly

centralized government have made for limited

appreciation of spatial contrasts, the official
pressures to develop computer-based methods of

handling spatial data have been more limited.
Moreover, local government, where such systems

might usefully be applied, has experienced
increasing financial constraints and a reduction in

several of its key functions throughout the late
1970s and 1980s. These differences, have. however.

been turned to advantage.
As in North America. the first beginnings can

be seen in the 19605 in a number of areas, in the

national mapping agency, in local planning and in

the universities and polytechnics. A proto-C-IS was
proposed to the short-lived Natural Resources

Advisory Committee in 1964 but, with the demise of
that body, no further action was taken (Coppock

1988). A growing perception that computers
provided a potential aid to land-use planning led in

the late 1960s to the formation of joint working

parties of officials from both central and local

government and to the publication in 1972 of a
report entitled General Information Systems for

Planning (_or GISP). This report (Doll 1972)

outlined an approach that local authorities might
follow, although there was never much

encouragement by central government to do so not

any indication that it would adopt such an approach

in its own agencies.

Bicltrnore. the ECU and the Ordnance Survey

Again, as in North America, a driving force in the

automation of cartography was a research group.
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established almost entirely through the persistence

and persuasivcness of one individual, D. P.
Bickmore (Rhind 1988). He had been the

cartographic editor of the Clarendon Press and one
of the two editors of what was in effect a national

atlas (Bickmorc and Shaw 1963). This cxpcricncc
led him to the conclusion that the computer offered

the only possibility of undertaking such a project

reasonably expeditiously with up-to-date data. In

collaboration with R. Boyle, later to be a major

player in the development of automated

cartography in North America, he secured funds

from the press to develop the Oxford System of
Automated Cartography and. although this led to
the manufacture of the world's firs: free-cursor

digitizer and possibly the first map-making using a

photohead on a high precision plotting table, no

complete system was ever produced. However.

Bickrnorc was successful in persuading the newly
formed Natural Environmental Research Council

(NERC) to fund a research unit in automated

cartography. The Experimental Cartography Unit
(ECU) became fully operational in 1967-68 at the

Royal College of Art in London and focused its

attention initially on the computer-assisted

production of high-quality printed maps (sec. for

instance, Experimental Cartography Unit 1971;
Rhind 1971). From 1973 onwards, it largely
concerned itself with GIS issues. In 1975, the ECU
was absorbed into the Natural Environment

Research Council headquarters at Swindon and
later became the NERC Unit for Thematic

Information Systems at Reading University.
Like the Harvard Laboratory in its later years,

the work of the Unit was highly project based, in

collaboration with the Ordnance Survey (the
national mapping agency), national agencies for

geology, soils and oceanography, and planning
agencies. Software was developed for changing

projections, editing, data compression, automated

contouring and so on, and experimental maps
produced for the coopcrati rig agencies. No

marketable software analogous to SYMAP or other
Harvard Laboratory programs was developed

although plans were laid in 1971-72 to market the
Unit’s interactive editing software which ran on 21

DEC PDP 15 computer. But like the Laboratory, it
exercised an important influence on thinking about

automation and Rhind (1988) has argued that.
without the ‘Unit, the Ordnance Survey (08) would

not have begun its investigations into digital
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mapping or the production of digital maps until
several years later at least.

The path initially followed by the ECU was not

directly concerned with GIS. Nor, indeed, did the

OS involvement in automated map making at first

have any direct bearing on (}IS. The approach
adopted by the OS from i971 onwards (see Sowton

1991 in this volume; Finch l9El7l was to simulate

manual production ofits maps as closely as possible,

an approach which facilitated map production but
made it impossible to use the resulting digital data

in an information system because they are
unstructured. By 1973, the 05 had established a

production line to digitize and plot automatically

versions of its large-scale plans as they came up for
revision, a process that was necessarily random in

its spatial occurrence. This approach did not
become cost effective until the late l98(is. but it

gradually came to be appreciated (both within the
D5 and outsidc_) that a digital map framework could

provide the base through which digital records of
soil. geology, vegetation, assets and plant and the

like could be related. An attempt was, therefore,

made as early as 1974-7/'5 to restructure the digital

data through the development of appropriate
software. The approach to preparing such a digital

base through the process of map revision was not
only random but also slow and the 05 has come

under increasing pressure to accelerate production
of digital maps, at least for the bulk ofthe

populated areas [which now seems likely to be
completed not later titan 1995). If this is achieved.

OS will have well in excess of 2tliltltll_l maps in
computer form - a total unmatched anywhere else
in the world. In the British situation. where a

consistent and large-scale series of maps exists,

compiled to a common standard and datum and
updated continuously, this coverage provides a

highly valuable spatial framework on which other
data can be assembled and linked (see Sowton 1991

in this volume}.

Finally, it may not be appreciated by readers

outside the United Kingdom that there are two
Ordnance Survey departments within the nation
state: one for Great Britain and the other for
Northern Ireland. The latter became committed to

a database approach rather than a map
reproduction one earlier than did the former (see,

for instance. Brand 1936). The Northern Ireland 05

operates in a quite different +- and generally more
favourable — government and financial environment

The History of GIS

from that responsible for mapping the rest of the

United Kingdom. but its task is much smaller and
less onerous.

Other British developments of GIS

A variety of other historical developments has
influenced the current (313 scene in the United

Kingdom. For example. research staff in the

Department of the Environment (DoE) had
developed a mapping system for use in the

Department and in central government as early as

1969 (Gaits 1969), but it seems to have had only

limited application there, presumably because its
usefulness was not recognised by administrators and

planners. The Scottish Development Department,
the planning ministry in Scotland, did fund a pilot

rural information system, the Rural Land Use

information System [Ri.UIS), involving a large

number of national agencies and two local authority
districts in Fife, but this work was discontinued

when the originating body, the Standing Committee
on Rural Land Use. was abolished (Lyall 1980).

Probably the greatest interest in 015 was expressed
by the agencies concerned with environmental

matters but these were small, with limited budgets.
and were largely dependent on data collected by

others, so that until the 19805 only limited progress
was made. In Scotland, however, a consortium of

three agencies (the Countryside Commission for

Scotland, the Forestry Commission and the Scottish

Tourist Board) did commission a university research
unit, the Tourism and Recreation Research Unit, to

construct and operate a simple (318. the Tourism

and Recreation Information Package (TRIP), to
assist them in planning and policy making (Duflielcl

and Coppoek 1975).
initiatives taken within planning authorities in

local government to establish information systems

following the 1972 GISP Report varied greatly,

although in total they can only he described as

disappointing until the late 1980s (Rhintl 1987}. The

National Gazetteer Pilot Study in the Metropolitan

County of Tyne and Wear was the First of a number
of property-based systems, probably tal-ten furthest
in the nowsabolishcd Greater London Council and

Mcrseyside Metropolitan County. The experience

of several such systems, with particular reference to
Berkshire, Nottinghamshire and Warwickshire. has

been reviewed by Cirimshaw ("I983"). who suggests
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that, probably for a variety of institutional reasons.

the use of such systems has declined. Certainly the
encouragement offered by the (NSF Report led to

only limited development, in part because of the
determination anti ability of central government to

restrain expenditure by local authorities. There
appears to have been an increasing interest in the

use of automated map production in planning
departments, initially by line printer maps using

programs such as SYMAP; a study sponsored by the
D013. and the Scottish Development Department to

develop a proto—information system for planning in

Scotland led instead to guidance through workshops
and consultancies on the ways in which such

mapping could assist the planning process (Coppock
and Barritt 1973). There was, too, an increasing

attention to management information systems in
local government, as exemplified by the innovative

Local Authority Management information System

(LAMJS) developed by international Computers
Ltd (Rhind and Hudson 1980), but this appears to
have had relatively little impact on GIS. The

potential significance of applications of computer-

based handling of data was, however, increasingly
recognized. The Royal Town Planning Institute
established a committee on the topic in the early

1970s, a British equivalent of the Urban and

Regional Information Systems Association
(BURISA) was established in 1970 and the National

Computing Centre attempted to promote interest in
this field. Nevertheless. the practical results of such

interests were small, although these developments
no doubt assisted the explosion of interest which
occurred in the late 1980s.

As in North America, initiatives by central and
local government we re sometimes undertaken

through the agency of university researchers, with

the Universities of Durham, Edinburgh and London

among the main foci of such work. The staff of such
universities were also involved in a number of

initiatives in computer mapping; in particular, T. C.

Waugh (1930) developed his widely used GIMMS
package at Edinburgh from 1970 onwards. Other

initiatives were undertaken by researchers in the
Institute of Terrestrial Ecology (ITE), where
national databases of environmental and land use

data were developed (Brown and Norris 1988).

Despite the late start, the single most
important influence on (318 in the United Kingdom

in recent years has probably been the growth in use
by utilities of digital mapping data in conjunction
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with records of their own plant. indeed. they are

now the main driving force behind the acceleration

of the digitizing of the coverage of 08 digital maps.
Since this is very recent, currently involves no major

methodological advance in GIS and is described by

Sowton (1991) and by Mahoney (1991) in this
volume. no more will be said here except to stress

its importance in providing data which are also
useful for other purposes.

Official inquiries relating to GIS

A distinguishing characteristic of the United

Kingdom in the decade between 1978 and 1987 is
the series of inquiries carried out by the British

Government or Parliament into geographical data

and its use (see Chorley and Buxton 199'} in this

volume). These demonstrate a shift in emphasis in

successive inquiries. The first of these was the

Ordnance Survey Review Committee, appointed in
1978 to advise on long-term policy for the 05. It

paid considerable attention to the adoption of
digital mapping, recommending that — if it was

proved (as the Committee expected it would be}
that digital mapping was cost effective — the US
should accelerate conversion from manual methods

to provide digital coverage at the 1 :5lI)0[l0 scale by

1982-33 and at the basic (i.e. primary mapping)
scales (of l : 1250, 1 : 2500 and I : 10000) by 1992-
93; it made no reference to (313 as such. This

report, then, considered OS very much in terms of
its role as a traditional map producer, but producing

the paper maps in future by digital means.
The Report of the House of Lords Select

Committee on Science and Technology (House of

Lords 1984; see also Rhind 1986) investigated both

digital mapping and remote sensing. It was much
more appreciative of the potential benefits of digital

data as such and, among its many recommendations
were several on the need to accelerate the OS

digitizing programme and the manner in which this
should be done. In addition, it recognized the

pervasive nature of geographical data and the many

interrelationships and dependencies being built up,
principally with regard to 03 data. Therefore. it
recommended the establishment of a Committee of

Enquiry into the handling of geographical data.
Such rt Committee was established under the

chairmanship of Lord Chorley and found
widespread interest in such data; a large part ofits
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Report (DoE 1987; Rhind and Mounsey 1939;
Chorley and Boston 199] in this volume) was

devoted to the role of the OS in providing a digital

map framework. In addition, however, it strongly

emphasized the role of GIS. examined the value of
standards for spatial referencing, noted that the lack
ot“awareness‘ of what is possible and what is

already going on in other areas was a major

impediment to the widespread use of GIS. and
recommended the establishment of a centre for

coordination and advice on the handling of

geographic data. Some of the recommendations

were ac.ted upon speedily: thus considerable
resources have since been put into (515 research in

the United Kingdom by the Natural Environment
and the Economic and Social Research Councils

(Goodchi|d and Rhind 1990). More significantly,

there has been a move away from maps as products
in themselves towards the view that they are only

one of many sources providing geographical data
for use in GIS_ in essence, a database approach is

now firmly established in British government

thinking and, because of the highly centralized

nature of the state in comparison to that of the

United States and the existence of a ubiqttitously
used and country wide spatial referencing

framework [the National Grid), this approach may

be expected to permeate most organizations quite
quickly.

Yet, despite this initiative to study what should
be done in the national interest. the commitment by

government departments to making geographical

data generally available has been less than had been

hoped. This is significant because data are not ‘in
the public domain’ in the United Kingdom:

government sees itself as entirely justificd in
charging for its data and, indeed. 08 receives over

one-third of its budget from cost recovery — a figure

which will certainly rise (Rhind 1990}. The military

have marketed (through OS) Digital Elevation
Models at 50 m resolution derived from the OS

1 :50 iiltltl scale contours and the Census offices have

agreed to code each 1991 Census household
response with a postcode (1.3 million of which exist

for the country, so a multiplicity of small area data

sets could be constructed For particular purposes).

A significant factor is that income generated by

sales of data by government departments does not

generally accrue to them but reverts to the
Treasury; since no part of their budget is provided

for making data available and since to do so

The History ol GIS

demands resources, little incentive exists for data to

be provided. However, recent relaxations in rules as
some departments are converted into executive

agencies may alter the situation.
if activity in the United Kingdom in (315 was

disappointingly small in the 1970:; and early 'l9l:i0s

after the pioneer work of the ECU and 08, it
expanded greatly in the late 1930s, stimulated by

the publication of the Chorley Report. As already

pointed out, much of the ‘funding to stimulate action
has come from the utilities, which need large-scale

digital databases for the effieient management of

the networks they control (NJUG 1937); their
pressure has been influential in simplifying the

specification for digitizing 05 maps and in

accelerating that programme. Local authorities,

too, are showing a keener interest and, along with

the utilities, have been major actors in the
establishment in 1989 of the Association for

Geographic Information (AG1), a national

umbrella organization which involves vendors,
chartered surveyors. geographers, educationalists,

users in commerce and industry, software houses,
learned societies and many others: its primary roles

are to ensure the dissemination of knowledge,

promote standards and advance the field.

Commercial interest, which had been notably

lacking in the 1970s also rapidly developed,

particularly in relation to market research (see
Beaumont L991. in this volume), plant location.

local planning and traffic guidance systems, and is

exemplified by the formation of Pinpoint Analysis
Ltd which, in collaboration with the 03, has

prepared a national database of centroid references

of all properties in Britain (Rhind 1988). Finally, an
exceptional contribution has been the creation of

G15 demonstrators (Green 1987} and tutors (Rapcr

and Green 1959) which have served to instruct and
inform a world—wit:|e audience.

 

DEVELOPMENTS ELSEWHERE IN THE

WORLD

It is obvious that developments elsewhere cannot be
covered in the same detail as for North America and

the United Kingdom. None the less. several

important distinctions need to be made.

Developments elsewhere in Europe appear, apart
from any military interest, to be associated
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primarily with national mapping agencies and with
the maintenance of cadastral records of property. in

respect of the latter. one of the most interesting

developments has been that of the Swedish Land

Databank System (SLDS). initiated in the early
1970s by a decision of the. Swedish Parliament to

replace the earlier manual system of property and
land registration by an electronic system. An

agency. the Central Bureau for Real Estate Data

(CBRED), was created to establish and maintain

this system. A pilot system was introduced in
Uppscla County and operated under legal authority

from 1976, and the system was progressively
implemented, half the country having been covered

by 198$ (Andersson i937). It had a much wider
application than solely in the field of property (sec

Dale 1991 in this volume: also Ottoson and Rystedt
1991 in this volume) and is being combined witlt

statistics on housing and population [routinely
available in Sweden on the basis of individual

properties) as an input to urban and regional

planning and to throw light on policy issues of
various kinds, such as nuclear emergencies, civil
defence and second homes.

Matty applications elsewhere in the world are
more recent than those in the United States. In

Australia, initiatives have come primarily from two

sources, cadastral mapping {a state responsibility)
and applied scientific research (O‘Callaghan and

Garner 1991 in this volume). The handling of land
records is now well established in all Attstralian

states. having begun very early in South Australia,
and is indeed internationally regarded as a major
Australian success. GIS in the science area has been

developed mostly through the Commonwealth

Scientific and Industrial Research Organization
(Cocks. Walker and Parvey 1988). where a
continental-scale 1315. the Australia Resources

Information System (ARIS). was begun in the late
1970s. It arose from an initial need seen in the mid-

1970s for the production of maps of local

government data and was stimulated by the
availability of digital files of local government

boundaries from the Division of National Mapping.

By 1982. a wide variety of natural and socio-
economic data were available. This system is
essentially a research tool which has been used in a

number of applications, from the location of new

cities, through the identification of areas that should
be withdrawn from pastoral use and of other

ungrazed areas that might be devoted to this
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purpose. to the rcprescntativcncss of National

Parks. it remains a prototype. produced on a

limited budget. which might serve as a model for an

operational system at some future date.
Despite its immense commitment to the

electronics industry. Japan showed little interest in

the 1960s and 1970s in GIS, although here too
interest in GIS developed very rapidly in the 19805

(Kubo 1987: see also Kuhn 1991 in this volume),

The only related activity in the 1970s appears to
have been the production of digital land data by the

Geographical Survey Institute using a 1 km grid: but
no indigenous software was available to process the

data and their use was accordingly very limited. The

recent surge of interest has apparently been
encouraged by the commercial survey and

computing industries. which are very ltccn to

acquire new business, and by central government
agencies wishing to extend their control.

It is unclear from the account by Koshkariov.
Tiltttnov and Trofimov (1989) at what stage interest

in GIS occurred in the Soviet Union. although the
immense challenges which that country faces in the

rnanagerneut of natural resources throughout its
vast territory seem to cry out for use of such

systems: the impt'c5SiD1'I is that not much had

happened before 1980. By 1983. the lnstitute of

Geography in the USSR Academy of Sciences was

holding :1 conference on the problems of GIS

science and. in the same year. the first of a series of

schools and seminars for young scientists was held

in the Far Eastern Research Centre on cartographic

modelling and (.315. The main emphasis generally
seems to have been on developing systems of

autotuatcd mapping and on the preparation of

cartographic databases. rather than in CilS per.-.'e. In

this regard. the Soviets seem to be following the

same path undertalten by the United States and the

United Kingdom a decade or more carlicr.

The history of G18 in developing countries is.
in the main. similarly restricted to the 1980:; when.

partly through the initiatives of aid groups. a
number of systems was established (scc Taylor 1991

in this volume). For example. the Jamaica G15

(JAMGIS) was begun in 1981. funded by the US

Agency for international Developtnettt using,
Michigan State University's Comprehensive

Resource Inventory and Evaluation System

(CRIES) as the basis (Eyre 1989) and a Land Titling
Project was begun in Thailand in 1985 tlttough a
World Bani: loan and technical assistance front the
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Australian international Development Assistance

Bureau (Angus-Leppan 1989). The latter has
highlighted the importance of the staff of the host

country being intimately involved in the work, of
using familiar concepts and terms wherever

possible, of providing comprehensive training and
education. and of the role of persuasion by

adequately briefed advisers.
Not all developments in such countries.

however, are dependent on outside support. In the
People‘s Republic of China, where work on digital

mapping had begun in 1972 and tapes of satellite

imagery had been acquired by 1975, a conference at
the Academia Sinica in 1980 led to the

establishment of a working group on GIS and to a

number of regional initiatives. Chen Shupeng
(1987) has summarized the numerous developments

since then, mostly related to environmental hazard
prediction and management, and carried out on

microcomputers.

For completeness, reference should he made to

the attempts at multinational and global GIS. Of

course, the problems of developing and
implementing G-IS across national boundaries

reflect, in exaggerated form, experiences within

each country (notoriously those within the United

States) of a lack of correspondence between

mapping systems. data collection and the like. The

European Contmission (EC) has sought to develop
a coordinated system of environmental mapping for

the whole community. The main emphasis to date
has been on the collation and evaluation of

comparable data for the constituent countries and

on software to handle them (Wiggins er al. 1987). At

a global level. the availability of data from satellites,
an increasing concern for the global environment

and experience with such cartographic databases as
World DataBank II have led to increasing interest

in the possibility of world wide systems, a view that
has led to initiatives to develop a topographic

framework for such databases, initially through the
activities of D. P. Bickmore, Chairman of a

Commission of the International Cartographic
Association {[CA‘} on a World Digital Database for
Environmental Science from 1987 until '1 990.

Mounsey and Tomlinson (1988) have chronicled the

progress of GIS in managing and exploiting global
databases; it is clear from their book that such

developments are still embryonic but are developing

rapidly (see Clark, Hastings and Kinneman .1991 in
this volume: also Townshcnd 1991 in this volume).

CONCLUSIONS

A history of GIS is necessarily piecemeal and
partial. inevitably. events are duplicated in different

countries at different times. But, despite the
unsatisfactory nature of the evidence and the fact

that such conclusions are necessarily

approximations to reality, four overlapping phases

may be distinguished in the development of GIS in
the more advanced countries. The first is the

pioneer or ‘research frontier’ period, from the 19505
to about 1975 in the United States and the United

Kittgdom. This was characterized by individual —
even idiosyncratic - developments, limited
international contacts, little data in machine-
readable form and ambitions which tar out-ran the

computing resources of the day. Individual

personalities greatly influenced events. The second
phase was that in which formal experiment and

governrnent—funded research was the norm,
stretching from about "1973 to the early 1980s; the
role of individuals was diminished somewhat in the

international and national arenas except for strong-

minded heads of national mapping agencies, but at
the local level the effect of individuals persisted

strongly. Rapidly replacing this phase was the
commercial phase commencing circa 1982 which, in

the light of strong competition among vendors, is
now giving way to a phase of user dominance. The

last two phases can also be characterized as ones in
which systems handling individual data sets on

isolated machines (latterly workstations) gave way

to those dealing with corporate and distributed
databases, accessed across networks and

increasingly integrated into the other non-spatial
databases of the organization. A vital characteristic

of both the latter phases is that these activities
be-came routine: in earlier phases. skilled ‘fixers‘

were required to be on hand to cope with problems
in the software, data or hardware.

What particularly emerges from this chapter is
the dominant contribution of North America to the

development and implementation of GIS up to the
mid— and late-19805, a function of the persuasive

power of key individual pioneers, the size of the
internal market, the leading role of the United

States in the development of computer hardware

and software and — above all - an increasing
appreciation by many North American users of the
need for efficient, speedy and cost—effective means

of handling large quantities of geographical data. It
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is that perception of need which led potential users
to seek GIS solutions and has encouraged

commercial providers to develop and offer turnkey
swmmmoumwnmmpmmwwnwdmma

reality. What is not clear from the piecemeal
mmmmdmwwnmmwmmdmmmno

successes or how many operational systems are fully
used and living up to their promises. A federal

system of government, where large bureaucracies

have considerable powers to take initiatives on their
own account and where states are often as large as

many independent countries, are no doubt

important features. as is the large area of public
land to be managed directly by federal and state

agencies. Being continental in scale faces both

Canada and the United States with particular

problems, but it also helps to create an awareness of

the importance of GIS to policy, Even so, CGIS

remains unique in its scale, comprehensiveness and
ambition at :1 time of inadequate technology.

Developments elsewhere in (315 were more

limited until late in the 19805. although those in

Japan, the United Kingdom and several other
countries in mainland Europe seem in rapid

evolution. Land registration promises to make (313
a globally used technology from the ‘bottom up‘

while earth monitoring from satellites promises to
achieve global use ‘top down’. It is a reasonable

expectation that routine (and often boring, if

valuable) use of (315 will be nearly Ubiquitous over
the next 20 years. This is the end of the beginning of
GIS.
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THE COMMERCIAL SETTING

OF (318

J DANGERMOND

This chapter deals with the commcrciat retttrtg of GIS, in. crmti'a.s‘t with Ftistoricrtl,

technological, government or acrtdt.=mt'c swings. After an irttrodltction and :2 brief
irtdicution of the present scope of the G15 bu.ti'rte.s.s, GISfirm3 are distinguished frcnn

those in closcty related technologies. ttrtci rt rypicat commercia! (.3t.'5‘ ts briefly
described. Then, in the chapter's major section, the wide variety ofcorrmzcrciat 015’

firms are categorized, and e'ctcr't category briefly rtc_rcritJcd,' a rotated‘ mzctiori r:ie.scr:'bes

how conmtcrctatfirms support the G13-'.systcms cycle. Then the contribution of

commercial to the fietrt, their problems. some oftI'teti'fm.strattans', the GIS
trcttds‘ of wttictt they are it part, and thcfumrc ofrttc commercial sector are each

di5L'l.t.'-'.t't?d in mm. Finally, some brief conct't4tiirtg rcrrturtm are provided.

 

INTRODUCTION 

GIS technology provides a framework for all forms

of spatial data storage, retrieval, analysis, display
and modelling. It providcs the ‘front and‘

technology for multimedia spatial databases
including video, CD-ROM. tabular. and other
forms of data.

Market forces and healthy commercial

competition are a primary driving force causing

thinkers to forgo ahead with new ideas, concepts
and tccltniquos in any technological field. It was
apparent, 20 years ago, that the GIS field would

grow rapidly only if largc commcrcial organizations
could be enticed to enter it.

Development in the (318 field dcmandcd many

elements: hardware. to provide the fundamental

cnabling capabilities required: construction of a

sound theoretical basis for gcographic:-1|

relationships and a model of how geographical

reality could be abstracted for data processing;
engineered software products which would

encapsulate the scientific notions of spatial analysis
and geographical data processing: creation of
demand for spatial information in order to address

complex problems about geography: creation of an
industry which could manufacture and distribute

GIS technology; and creation of a research

cnvironmcnt with all its competitive mechanism;

for cnsuring advances in metltods and techniques.
Each of these elements required appropriate

institutional settings and the development of people
who would create and drive these institutions.

Over the last two dccadcs. those clcments have

comc into being. The GIS field is now coming of age
with: the founding of the US National Center for

Geographic Information and Analysis (NCGIA)
and its equivalent in other countries; the selection

by IBM of GIS as one of its live strategic markets

for the 19905; the adoption of (313 by virtually all
US national agcncies; the massive emerging general
interest in cartography and geography;

environmental crises at local. national and global

lcvcls; resource shortages; the decay as well as rapid
growth of cities; and the need to manage natural
rcsourccs better.

This chapter describes what (318 in the

commcrcial sector presently supplies, how it goes

about its business. what problems it faces. and

where present trends are leading. The chapter
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concentrates on those aspects of commercial
operations which are influenced directly by doing

business in the GIS field. The perspective is that of
a major firm in the field, which now supplies a

broad range of GIS technology, but which recalls

vividly what a ‘start-up mode‘ of operation was like.

THE LITERATURE

In comparison with the literature of the computer
held, the literature of the (3113 held is still in a rather

undeveloped state; this is especially so with regard

to the strictly commercial aspects of the field.
Nevertheless, there are a few sources which identify
vendors of GIS hardware, software, and services.

Often company profiles are also provided.

Surveys of the commercial sector in the United
Kingdom are included in the AGI Yearbooks

(Shand and Moore 1989; Foster and Shand 1990).

The most thorough survey of the US industry is that

by Walker and Miller (1990). An annually updated
sourcebook for the United States (G.iSWon’d 1.990)

also provides useful up~to-date information.
A number of privately prepared (and quite

costly) survey reports aim to describe the
commercial GIS lield. These provide dollar

estimates of total revenues, market share, sales by

sector. estimates of growth rates by sector and
similar kinds of data. Some also include Company

profiles and technical accounts of recent
developments. These include, for example, those of

Dataquest, Inc. (San Jose, California, a subsidiary

of Dun 3: Bradstreet) and Daratcch, Inc.

(Cambridge, Massachusetts).

SCOPE OF COMMERCIAL GIS BUSINESS

The GIS business began about 20 to 25 years ago.

was relatively small for the first decade of its
existence, and has been growing very rapidly in the

last decade. While estimates vary, growth rates
around 25-35 per cent per year over the nest five

years seem reasonable (see Maguire 1991 in this
volume). The number of firms which claim to

provide at least some GIS-related goods or services
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is now approaching 1 {Jill}. Annual gross sales are
diflicult to determine. in part because of varying

definitions ofwliat the GIS business includes (eg.

including or excluding sales of gencral~purpose

computing machinery which is used for G13

applications). Using a broad definition. annual sales

of GIS technology are probably about 500 million
US dollars at the present time. Software sales may

represent ti quarter of that amount.

Commercial GIS and closely related

technologies

Commercial (313 are commonly based on both

vector and raster computer technologies; however,
the commercial GIS field is also related to a number

of other spatial information technologies, usually

because of interchanging data with them, or using

them in managing or displaying data. Many

commercial tirms supply these other technologies

along with GIS-related products. Many commercial

organizations which perform photointerpretation.
remote sensing, photogrammetry, or image

processing now offer some GIS-related products,
such as creating automated geographical databases
which include the products of their work; many

organizations which supply computer aided drafting

or cartographic services also offer GIS-related
products. A number of computer hardware

manufacturers have begun to offer (315 software as
well. A large number of firms which have

specialized in services to a particular industry (e.g.
forestry, engineering) have begun to offer (315

services and consulting in support of their project
work. General purpose computer software suppliers

are now creating some software (such as DB MS

software) useful in GIS.

‘TYPICAL’ COMMERCIAL GIS

A minimal GIS might consist of a computer with

accompanying memory, some sort of GIS software,
geographical data, a person to operate the system,

and a set of procedures which are to be followed in
its use. More complete (318 commonly include

digitizing tablets, colour graphics terminals, and
hardcopy devices such as plotters, electrostatic

printeriplotters. or the like. Larger (313 can be
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created by adding more components; using larger
capacity or more sophisticated devices; connecting

components together; and increasing staffing. data
and organizational complexity. Because CIIS often

perform compute-intensive operations (such as
overlaying). many user organizations have found it

best to dedicate a computer system entirely to GIS
operations rather than running (315 as one of

several applications. Even then, graphic displays are
often slow unless a very powerful graphics processor

is included in the system. Because large databases
are usually involved, (315 often require very large

memory resources. At present, c.ommercial G15 can
be based on mainframe computers, minicomputers.

workstations, or personal computers, and GIS and
their component hardware can be networked

together in various ways. The accompanying figures
(Figs. 4.1-4.5) show several such GIS

configurations and their approximate costs (in US
dollars). At present, sales of workstation and

personal computer based systems are growing more

rapidly than those of other configurations.

CATEGORIES OF COMMERCIAL GIS

Primary GIS businesses

Hardware technology

Hardware development continues to be a major

driving force in the development of (313. The major
trend in this area is towards less expensive. faster

and smaller computers; in the early 1990s these are
workstations of the 20—50 MIPS variety. By the

mid—I99tls, these are expected to become 50-250

MIPS workstations at a cost affordable for personal
computing. These computers, together with file

servers and very large capacity storage devices, are
rapidly being networked and, in the future. they will

operate as nodes within a vast computer and data
management environment (for more discussion of

the technological setting of (315 see Cioodchild 199]
in this volume).

Most hardware development is of general-
purpose computing machinery, which is then

applied to GIS. Only a few hardware devices are
completely GIS specific, but some devices, such as

rligitizers, plotters and scanners, find especially
important applications in the GIS field. The
marketing of computer hardware for GIS use has

The Commercial Setting of GIS

become increasingly oriented to an ‘open system‘

approach in which buyers are purchasing a variety

of independent system devices and avoiding the
overhead costs of solutions in which a single vendor

supplies all the hardware for a complete (318.
A discussion of the diversity of the commercial

hardware business, even as it applies to GIS, is far
beyond the scope of this chapter.

Software technology

Software used in GIS may be G15 specific. although
some software. such as DBMS software, may be a

general purpose product applied to GIS. The
development of GIS-specific software may

represent the 'purest‘ primary 1315 business. since
the product has no other application than GIS and is
essential to the existence of a (313.

Because of intense competition and rapid

technical developments. the most critical factor in a
l'irm“s commercial success in GIS software

development is probably a programme of

continuous research and development, together
with the creation of popular user applications.

Reputation among users, the number of installed

systems, the quality of software documentation and

user training. and the firm‘s ability to deal with its

customers/users are also quite critical to commercial
success. To meet these demands. a successful GIS

software developer probably requires staff trained
in computer science, geography, cartography and a

range of related disciplines. As the software
becomes more sophisticated, staff specializing in the

particular fields to which the GIS software is to be

applied also become valuable.

Some commercial GIS software systems are
hardware specific. others run on a variety of

hardware systems. Similarly, some systems interface

with a variety of DBMS, graphics software. and so
on, while others offer less flexibility. A variety of

strategies are used in coping with the problems
which portability. or lack of it. presents.

The organization and functions of a commercial
firm supplying GIS software are similar to firms

supplying other kinds of software. These include

functions like software development, quality
assurance. documentation. installation. training.
field support. marketing, and the like. Sales of

software for major G13 often involve considerable
consulting, often by third parties. Sales and
distribution seem to be most effective when

potential users receive actual demonstrations of the
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Fig. -1.] Personal computer ($5 000-5625 000)

 
Fig. 4.3 Minicomputer using VMS, AOSIVS, Xv
OS, or similar operating systems ($80 000-$1
million)

Fig. 4.4 Mainframe using VM/CMS, MVS, or
similar operating sys1ems($2 million-$15 million)

 
Fig. 4.5 Network with serveI(s) using UNIX and
mainframe or minicomputer operating systems
($100 DOD—virtualiy unlimited)

Five different hardware platform appmachcs to supporting geographical information systems and ranges of
typical hardware cost. (Cost ranges assume purchase of new equipment)
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capabilities of the software. although with the wider
distribution of GIS. more potential buyers are

familiar with GIS capabilities before they contact

software vendors. Programming support and hotline
support are important in the GIS field because the

technology is relatively new, because it is just

beginning to be taught extensively in colleges and
universities. and because the applications of the

technology are rapidly diversifying. User groups are

still useful because of these saute factors. but they

are already specializing by application type,
hastened by the rapid increase in the number of GIS
users in the world.

Sales of GIS software for personal computers is

already a much simpler process than that for GIS

software on other computer platforms: following

receipt of a written or phone request. and

subsequent payment for the product. the user
receives the user installable software. written

documentation and a training package [perhaps

including videotaped instruction and a training
database). As personal computers continue their

evolution into higher performance workstations.
these lower end focused application products will

play the valuable role of attracting new users into
the GIS field.

Applications programming

General purpose GIS software must often be
adapted to particular applications {urban planning.

forestry, etc.; see also the chapters in Section [Ii of

this volume). This application may be accomplished

by the user, by the original software vendor who

offers prepacl-raged applications, by using ‘macro‘
languages (which ma ire it easier for users to write
their own applications programs}, or by a custom

programming service. A major trend in recent years

has been the development oflltird party
organizations which provide application assistance

to users. Many persons who gained experience in
the GIS held in the late 1970s and early l9S0s are

now providing such ‘value added‘ services to clients
who have GIS systems. Some of these firms are also

becoming GIS software distributors for the major

G15 software vendors. They then add value by

providing either their applications software
packages or custom programming support.

Database development

The largest cost in most GIS continues to be the

database. For the last 20 years automation of

geographical data has been performed chiefly by
digitizing and key entry. In recent years, scanning
and conversion from existing automated files have

also become important. Nevertheless, no present.

technology permits easy and inexpensive capture of

previously mapped data, let alone spatial data in
other non-digital forms.

For this and other reasons, there is an

enormous backlog of geographical data which

various organizations would like to put into digital

form. A growing number of firms is providing

complete assistance in the processes of database
design, data capture. data conversion. data

automation. data editing, database creation and
related services. Many of these firms specialize.

some working chiefly with natural resource data.
others with urban data. and so on.

Database creation is an exceedingly complex
task (see, for example. Dangermond and I-larnden

1990'), involves many steps. and requires great care.

skill and experience it‘ the result is to be satisfactory.
Some of the firms perform their work parameter by
parameter. perhaps integrating the data after

automation: others integrate and standardize data
before they are automated.

Some (315 are old enough that one or more

cycles ofcomplete updating by commercial firms
have now been undertaken (as in rapidly growing

urban areas).

Many C‘-IS are now being designed for

continuous updating through transactions.

presenting problems in GIS administration which

are now under intense study.

Commercial organizations applying GIS technology

The growth in the number of commercial firms

which apply GIS technology in particular fields has
been explosive in the last few years. Such

organizations work in the fields of surveying.

photointerprctaiion and photogrammetry. image
processing. urban and regional planning. real

estate. vehicle navigation. utilities. energy, mining
and minerals. market research. landscape

architecture, architecture, development. forestry.
coastal planning. ecology. environmental planning
and regulation. parks and recreation. land

management. agriculture. militaryldcfcnce.

cartography and national mapping, water resources,
flood control. civil engineering. transportation

engineering. sanitary engineering. transportation
planning. communications. and many others. [in
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part because of the employment opportunities being
created in such firms, a growing number of colleges

and universities are acquiring GIS for use in
teaching.)

Consulting

A significant number of organizations and
individuals now offer consulting on various aspects
of (318. The services offered include assessment of

possible applications of GIS, GIS feasibility studies,
system and database design, project design.

assistance in designing specifications and Requests

for Proposals (RFPs), project supervision.

benchmark testing, advice on special problems in
GIS. and so on. Some of the consultants also offer

the capability to execute the plans they devise,
including complete implementation of a system;

others are third-party providers of services only.

General-purpose GIS technology firms

A few firms offer to provide a very wide range of
GIS-related goods and services. These are often
firms which have been in the field for more than El

decade, are relatively large in size, and have

accumulated a good deal of experience. These firms

typically offer a wide range of consulting services,
turnkey GIS, database creation, custom software

programming. and complete project support
services. from concept to final working system.

Another approach is for a firm to offer

organizational management and financing for the
G18, and then contract for all the required elements
of the final GIS.

GIS-related businesses

Trainingfeducation

As contrasted with colleges and universities which

may deal with education, these firms usually offer

highly specific training about GIS and its

applications. Some of these firms offer a broad

range of related services as well. A few concentrate
on seminars and courses which introduce GIS in a

more academic setting. A number of commercial

organizations now offer services in organizing GIS-

related meetings, conferences, symposia and the

like. These seem to function in ways somewhat
similar to professional societies.

50

Publishing

A number of commercial organizations are now

heavily involved in providing GIS-related journals,

newsletters. market reports. research reports, and
the like. A much larger number of such

organizations deal with the field more peripherally
by running occasional GIS-related advertisements,

articles, reviews, application descriptions and
similar materials. As well as potential sources of

revenue, these offer a useful means of information

dissemination and advertising.

Database pu blishors

A few commercial firms exist which might be said to

be ‘database publishers‘. These firms provide

previously created digital databases of various kinds
of geographical information in some exchange

format. An example is the firms providing road
centreline files, initially driven by the requirements

of road navigation systems. As rights in data are

clarified. arrangements for data sharing with

governmental agencies are worked out, and the
demand for quick availability of geographical data

increases, these firms may find an important niche
in the GIS field, much like national government's

publication of digital files.

Others

in addition to the firms mentioned above with

involvement in photogrammetry, image processing,
there are other firms, in a wide range of data

capture and data processing areas. which simply

supply their products to others for automation.
These firms, nevertheless, play an absolutely

essential role in the creation and support of GIS

technology: their development in the last 20 years,
along with developments in Computer hardware

technology, are probably the two major driving

forces in the growth of the 015 field itself.

SYSTEM CYCLE SUPPORT

While some experienced GIS user organizations

continue to buy selected (313 goods and services,
the rapid growth of GIS use has meant that a

growing number of customers want complete

support for their GIS, from initial concept to a

complete functioning system. The complete (315
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development cycle. as it is supported by some

commercial organizations, will he sketched out in
this section. The basic steps in the development

cycle are indicated in Figure 4.6 (see also Clarke
1991 in this volume).

Initial idea

system flexibility

AS-583$ |TlBl'|l'.
data, user needs

Cones tual
design 0 a GIS

Pilot study

Standardization!automation

Install system

Applicationprogramming

Training,
ducation

Functioning
GIS

Fig. 4.6 A simplified view of the GIS systcm cycle

The process (described here only in skeleton

outline) begins with formulation of needs and a
concept; this is best done under a single director.

using hard working, highly motivated ‘teams of two‘
persons (one technically oriented, the other

rrianagemcnt oricntccl). Then a thorough study is

made of user needs, of existing data resources, and
of how the GIS will affect decision making. A cost!

benefit or feasibility analysis of the proposed GIS
may be performed at this point. The hardware,

software, database, staff, organization, and other
resources required are identified and then a design

for the system and an implementation plan are
created and reviewed with the user organization. If

approved, the system implementation is begun.
Vendors are contacted, site visits made, necessary

consultants employed. applications identified.

alternatives considered. A. request for proposal may

be drafted. including specifications, pt.‘ rformance

criteria, requirements for a technology selection

test, and other requirements. Vendor selection
follows. The data to be used are gathered.

organized, reclassified as necessary, standardized
for the new database, updated as necessary.

integrated, prepared for automation, automated,

edited, displayed for comparison with the source

data, prepared for storage, and included in the
growing database. Hardware is acquired. installed

and tested, and systems software installed. Software

is acquired and installed. Users are trained, and
their their training reinforced by work on a pilot
project which tests the entire GIS.

For 51 specific project, the system is used to

prepare atlas maps of the project site, models are

prepared for analysing the project data, outputs of
various kinds are obtained, and, based on these, a

plan. recommendations. decisions. or similar

outputs are provided.
For a GIS providing continuing support to an

organization's decision—making process, the initial
database is gradually expanded. updated and

enhanced. perhaps through the transaction process.
Over the years the system cycle may have to be

repeated, providing for updated, enlarged, or
additional capabilities. Re-organizations, changes in

mission or mandate. and other changes. may affect

this process. Experience suggests that many GIS
will have to be expanded as soon as users discover

what they are capable ofcloing. Upgrading of skills,
introduction to new techniques and methods. and

similar ongoing education and training are required
throughout the system's lite.

Comrriercial organizations may also assist in
integration of a GIS with an existing information

system. GIS technology transfer, software
conversion to new hardware platforms, creation of

specific GIS products (such as atlases, special maps.
etc.), and other, more specialized, services.

COMMERCIAL FIRMS’ CONTRIBUTIONS TO
THE GIS FIELD

The commercial sector makes a variety of

contributions to the GIS field as a whole. A good
deal of research and development is undertaken. in

order to bring new products to the market: pilot
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studies of actual applications are often an important

part of the process. Commercial firms are often the
lirst actually to provide delivery of new technology
to users in the form of hardware, software, methods

and techniques, applications, training and so on.
Having made it available, commercial firms

continue its support through hotlines, technical

consulting, technical literature, user groups and the
like. Commercial firms may provide partialor

complete subsidies of the development of new

technology by other sectors, espccially educational
institutions and individual researchers; they may

also make the technology (e.g. hardware, software,

project support) available at low cost or no cost to

educational institutions and special classes of users.

such as non-profit organizations, international

organizations dealing with the underdeveloped
world, or the like. Donations of new and used

equipment may be made to institutions which could
not otherwise afford to acquire it. Commercial

organizations usually provide major sponsorship of

technical meetings and conferences. technical
journals and technical research. Advertising by such

firms performs an educational function for potential

users, making them more aware of the technology
and what it can doj. advertising revenues are a major

source of funds supporting the existence of

professional journals. Representatives of individual

firms or industry groups often take the lead in
organizing industry committees and working groups

or joint committees involving all the sectors of the
GIS field. such as those dealing with standards;

industry representatives often provide certain kinds
of public policy advice to government agencies at

nominal cost. industry is a major employer of

persons who practise GIS. probably exceeded by

government, but, today, ahead of academia in this
regard. Commercial firms often conduct extensive

education and training efforts for their own
employees, either formally or informally. and create

a major reservoir of trained and experienced
professionals and technicians which eventually
enriches all sectors of the GIS field.

PROBLEMS OF COMMERCIAL GI5

BUSINESS

While its success has been remarkable in recent

years, the commercial sector of the GIS field must
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work hard to solve various problems if it is to
continue to flourish; a few of these problems are
mentioned below.

Problems of perception and undorsta nding of
the technology

The vast majority of people who could usefully

employ GIS technology still know little or nothing
about it. The message about its usefulness is still not

heing heard in the places where the technology is
most needed. such as in the Third World, in the vast

majority of municipal governments throughout the
world. on the farms of the world, and by average

citizens, whose access to the technology (often paid

for by public funds) is difficult or impossible.
Present educational efforts in collcgcs and

universities, and even the expanding use of the

technology, will only improve this situation over a

period measured in decades (see Unwin 1991 in this
volume for further details).

Potential buyers and users of (‘:15 technology
continue to be confused and, in some cases, turned

away from (313 use by various advertising and sales

practices of some commercial ("HS firms. The

number of commercial firms claiming to have GIS is

rapidly expanding, but the vast majority of these
software systems have only rudimentary GIS

capabilities.

Companies continue to announce GIS software

long in advance of the earliest possible delivery

dates, and many such programs are never delivered
to users at all. Many GlS continue. to perform so

badly that users, and those who listen to them. are
convinced that the promise‘ of GIS technology is

no more than a deception.

Many of these problems would be eliminated if

potential users were far better informed and
educated about the technology, if professional

standards of practice were observed, and if more
users would make use of objective tests, such as

benchmarks, to cvaluatc the competing claims of
vendors. But beyond this, all sectors of the GIS

field need to work harder at explaining what GIS

technology is, what it can do, and how it can be
most effectively and inexpensively employed.

Problems with GIS technology

There are numerous technical problems to resolve

at the present time. but. perhaps paradoxically.
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these are likely to be resolved much sooner than the
problems mentioned above. These technical
problems, discussed elsewhere in this volume.

include the difficulties in connecting hardware and
software from different vendors; the difficulties in

interconverting data created in different ways; the

data automation problem; and so on.

Problems between the sectors of the GIS field

Finally, commercial organizations continue to find
themselves in competition with government and

sometimes academia in providing goods and
services to users. As in other technical fields, this is

a source of concern for all parties; it may also be :1
source of creative tension which benefits all.

SOME FRUSTRATIONS OF THE

COMMERCIAL SECTOR

Some problems are so intractable and persistent
that they colour every aspect of commercial

operations in the GIS field. While opinions will
differ as to what these intractable problems are.
here is one short list:

I Given the speed with which the field is

developing, and the difficulty commercial

organizations are having in keeping up with that

growth, it may seem paradoxical to suggest that
the slowness with which the technology has been

accepted is frustrating; but, given what the
technology is capable of. and the rapid march of

the global problems which it could help to
alleviate, the relative sn-ail‘s pace of its

development is extremely frustrating.

I Though costs are falling rapidly, the continuing

high cost ofthe technology is also frustrating.

I it is frustrating to GIS professionals to deliver

such an effective and powerful technology and
then see it either underused, misused, or

abandoned by users, for reasons which have
nothing to do with the technology itself. A

The Commercial Setting of GIS

related frustration is commercial firms‘ in ability,

thus far, to deliver GIS technology to those who
need it most in the world, the people in

underdeveloped countries. Both these
frustrations may be related to a third, the

difficulty in transferring this technology to users
who lack a rather rich educational and, perhaps.

cultural background (this issue is explored
further in Taylor 1991 in this volume).

I Of the GIS technical problems, the most
frustrating continues to be the collection and

automation of data, still probably the chief
technical barrier to wider use of GIS (sec Jackson

and Wnodsford 199! in this volume).

TRENDS OF THE COMMERCIAL SECTOR

Many changes have occurred in the business of GIS

in the 25 or so years of its existence. Only a ‘few can

be mentioned here. Figure 4.7 also indicates some
of these.

Pi-elect oliefllad GIS uses
Malnlrama-basad GIS
Minlcomuutor-based GIS
Minloumpmar-based GIS

Database oriented GIS uses
Mtnlc-tJl‘tlpulflf-hflliatl GIS
Workstation-cased GIS
Paraonal oornptnar-baaad GIS
Network-based GIS
Global daiflhasaa
Nalwotkad users

Minlcumpuler-based GIS
small area databases
isolated users 

li'ig. 4.7 Some of the trends in the coininercial
sector

The dominant trend in the conintercial sector is

unquestionably the rapid growth in the sales of GIS.

This certainly refiects, in turn, steeply rising user

acceptance of. and user demand for. the

technology.
An underlying trend. which has probably

fuelled these rapid increases, has been the rapid
increase in the performmccrcost ratio of general-

purpose computer hardware over the entire history
of GIS. This permitted commercial firms to break

into the GIS turnkey system business in the l€l7ils by
being able to support GIS on niinicompurers instead

ofjust on mainframes; in the 19305, GIS could be

based on personal computers. Now performance is
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being enhanced through the use of workstations and

by networking hardware components.
One reflcction of these changes has been a

clear trend from (315 being used to perform the

work of single, isolated projects, to the sale of the

technology to users who create databases and

systems which they intend to use continuously, over

a long period, for a series of applications. This trend

has made the industry what it is today. A decade

ago the. largest part of the business was in services.
usually performance of complete projects for users.

Now the largest part is sales of hardware, software.
training and support, to users.

As users have become increasingly responsible

for their own systems. and the cost for entry-level
GIS has fallen, the diversity of users (Fig. 4.8) has

increased: so also has the number of systems serving

many different purposes.
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The practical upper limit in the size and
complexity of GIS databases is growing rapidly: the

first true global (515 have only been around for a
few years (see Clark, Hastings and Kineman 1991 in

this volume}. As database size has expanded,
increased efforts have been devoted to data capture

and automation. As the ficld has aged, increasing
efforts have been devoted to database maintenance

and updating.

If present trends in falling cost. increasing case
of use. and rising user interest continue. (318 may

become as commonly used as computer graphics.

FUTURE COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

Many factors influence whether and when a

particular development in GIS technology bccomcs
‘commercial’, These include cost, potentially useful

applications. ease of use or ‘user friendliness‘.
concept demonstration through suitable pilot

applications. the willingness of one or more firms to
invest in bringing the technology to market,
availability of necessary supporting technologies.

and so on, Sometitnes what is most necessary, or

most lacking, is a ‘champion‘: a person or an
organization to push the technology until it is

accepted.

An example of a technology which seems to
offer considerable promise, but which is not

presently significant in GlS—rclated sales. is artificial

intelligence/expert systems [see Smith and Ye Jiang
1991 in this volume). Some GIS applications have

been made. but have not yet been widely accepted

by users.

Scanning is finding increasing acceptance for
data capture, although it continues to have major

technical lilttitations in dealing with many kinds of

mapped data.

CONCLUSIONS

The commercial sector of the GIS field is just

beginning its period of most rapid growth. Like the

rest of the field. the commercial sector is just

emerging front its ‘pioneering’ phase. As

information technology improves and diversities.
users will increasingly be able to mix freely GIS.

CADD (computer-aided design and drafting).
image processing. and other spatial information

technologies. On the one hand, the decade or two
just ahead may see commercial GIS further emerge

as El recognizable industry; on the other hand. the
technology may become so pervasive that it

‘disappears’. becoming transparent to users in the

same way as that ofthc telephone. the computer
and computer graphics. At present. the former
course seems the more likely.

The commercial sector of the G15 field is

increasingly recognized as a major player in the
field as a whole. It provides competitive and market
mechanisms and creative forces that can be
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channelled to make great progress, if pi-lrochialism,

protectionism, nationalism, and unfair forms of
competition can be avoided. and open. global

markets for GIS technology can be created.
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL GIS

J F RAPER AND B KELK

This cizrrpter introduces and profiles three-dimensional (3-D) GL3‘ which are
dtffererttintedfront computer-nitieti design systertts‘ by the ability to rcpt‘c.'-‘etti
complex geoscientijic objects and apply V0iiU‘l‘1E’i.l'lc'.S'pal‘itfiifl.Lll£‘llOfl.i. Such. 3-D (NS
have grown rapidly to suit the needs of earth, atmospheric and ocean sciences, and
are capable ofnsing 2-D and 3-D spatitriiy referenced data in it heterogetteotts
representation scheme. New forms of representation PM we erncrgcd, based on 3-D
vector and raster data structures, which can irtdear spntirrlfortn and process, anti

support complex 3-D queries. in the future, the success ofthis new form of
rnadeffing dam-n.d_s on the quality of the model on which it is bctseri, and the
nvuilabi'ir'ry of3-D date.

 

INTRODUCTION 

For many (313 applications, a key assumption is that

all spatial data handled are referenced to a 2-D
Cartesian coordinate system. This convention

restricts the scope for mapping the ‘vertical’
dimension over terrains or within the earth. oceans

or atmosphere, since this third dimension must be
converted to an attribute and expressed in 2-D as a
line or zone with a constant value. Hence, following

the considerable growth in GIS to meet the needs of

digital mapping and of spatial database

development (Cris World 1990), attention is now

focusing on the design and implementation of 3-D
GIS in a range of gcoscientifit: application areas.

Recent developments have been reported in the
fields of oil exploration (Youngmann 1989), mining

(Bali and Mill 1989). meteorology (Slingcrland and
Keen 1990), hydrogeology (Turner 1939).

geological modelling (K¢ik W91), environmental
monitoring (Smith and Paradis 1989), civil

engineering (Petrie and Kennic 'l':l9(l} and landscape
architecture (Batten 1939).

Many of the recent developments referred to

above have pioneered the use of new data structures
to overcome the limitations of earlier (generally

non-geoseientific) approaches to 3-D modelling.

While many 3-D modelling systems have been

developed for high quality computer-aided design

(CAD) (Requicha 1980) and graphic rendering of

solid objects (Pixar 1988), these systems have

limitations for gcoscientific applications. Many such

graphic modelling systems can only generate high

quality visualizations of the features under study

(Salmon and Slater 1987), which cannot be analysed

or interrogated, while CAD systems have limited
facilities for the management of complex geo-

objects. However, with the simultaneous

improvement in the prieeiperforntance ratio for
hardware, the rapid development of software for

realistic graphic display, and recent developments in

the theory of 3-D spatial data structuring. many

gcoscientific modelling problems have become
increasingly tractable using these systems.

The primary impetus behind the rapid

improvement of hardware performance has been
the development of new processor architectures

(Gooclchild 1991 in this volume; Franklin 1991 in
this volume), in particular the Reduced instruction

Set Chip (RISC). This has brought compute

performance to a point where the very large number
of individual elements in a 3-D model can be

analysed. For example, Bait and Mill (1989) showed
the development of a mine model with more than
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800 000 nodes which. following the construction of

an index to the model, could easily be interactively
manipulated on a workstation.

In addition to the developments of general

purpose hardware, graphics accelerator chips have
been developed to boost the performance of colour
rendition and the floating point operations required

to carry out interactive transformations in 3-D
space. Since hundreds of thousands of 3-D

transformations per second are used in 3-D
applications (Flynn 1990). each involving hundreds

of floating point calculations. the performance

required is equal to tens of MFlops (millions of
floating point operations per second). General
purpose hardware must be augmented with special

graphics processors to make this procedure

interactive. Flynn (I990) estimates that the

computational requirements for fully realistic 3sD
graphic animation are 200 000 times more

demanding than 2-D static graphics. Other

hardware developments include immediate mode

graphics to avoid the limitations of display list

techniques, additional device buffers to allow
refreshment of the buffer as the screen is built, and
fast screen clears. Parallel hardware architectures

also offer substantial performance improvements,

although this hardware has more specific

applications and requires associated software

engineering.
Software developments have also helped to

create the conditions for an expansion in 3-D
modelling. Firstly, the movement towards UNIX as

an operating system for high performance
workstations has helped the process of
standardization and reinforced the market

development of fast hardware. Secondly, the

creation of high quality computer graphics systems
has been a ltey development (Salmon and Slater

1987). The growth of computer graphics led initially
to 2-D graphics standards such as the Graphical

Kernal System (CIKS). This 2-D system (which is
accepted as an ISO standard — ISO 7942) provides a

library of machine-independent operations on
screen representations. The )(-Windows system

developed at MIT is also widely used as :1 window
management system on workstations, but is

currently limited to 2-D. Basic 3~D modelling

systems have developed through the definitions of

standards such as the Programmers Hierarchical
Integrated Graphics System (Pi-IIGS); while

PI-IIGS and PI IIGS+ support the nianageinent ot'3—
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D objects, they are based on (slower) display list
graphics. However. PHIC-S and X-Windows may be

mt:I'ged to form the PHICIS-Extended-to-X or PEX
standard by the early 19905. Currently. the state-oil

the-art 3-D modelling systems are based on
standards defined by commercially led consortia

such as Renderman (Pixar 1983} and Silicon

Graphicsl'IBM (Flynn 1990].

Other key developments in the field of graphic
display include the routines for the visualization of

3-D models using perspective, hidden surface
removal and depth cueing (see Fig. 20.1). along
with the transformations needed for model

manipulation through interactive viewpoint change

(MCLaren and Kennie 1939:). Software for the
realistic rendering of colour and shading also now

permits the use of 24-bit colour schemes with a

palette of 16.8 million colours as well as tinti-
aliasing techniques and lighting effects.

 
Fig. 20.1 Surface model for terrain in the Telford
area, England.

Finally. it is important to note that the

methodology of 3-D modelling has developed
separately in a variety ofdifferent fields. A

significant role has been played by the development
of CAD applications. such as the EMS software

from lntergraph {Kelk and Chailen 1989), but solid
modelling has also been pioneered in cinematic

animation, using systems such as Renderman (Pixar
1938). Other developments have originated in
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‘scientific visualization‘ within crystallography, high

energy physics, medicine (Gargantine 1991) and
fluid dynamics (Harig 1990) where images of objects

such as body organs have been built using the well
known characteristics of these objects. Solid

modelling has also become strongly developed in

architectural planning and landscape design
(Turnbull, McAulay and McLaren 1990).

However. typical algorithms for the
visualization of solids assume valid. spatially unique

and unambiguous solids. This kind of

representation is ideal for visualizing molecular

structures, engineering parts or architecture Since
establishing the primitives, solid geometry or

bounding edges is usually straightforward.
However, the geometrical, structural and resolution

Complexity of geoscientific data sets usually makes
this approach difficult to apply in the modelling of

geology, geomorphology, ocean or atmosphere (see
Plate 20.1). These data are not easily modelled

using simple primitives or algorithms and have

required extensions to spatial theory (Raper 1990;
Franlc -Sr. Buyong1991).

This chapter is composed of four main sections

following this introduction. The next section

discusses the dimensionality of spatial data and this

is followed by sections discussing the role of
surfaces in 3-D modelling, solid modelling in the

geoscicnces, and the process of 3-D model

development.

 

DIMENSIONALITY OF SPATIAL DATA 

Geoscicntific spatial data can be represented in two

clearly distinct Euclidean dimensional contexts:

II 2-D: a spatial object or region which is defined
in 2-D space by measurements on axes x. y;

I 3-D: a spatial object or domain extending

through 3-D space defined by axes r, y, z.

The use ofa 2-D representation has generally been

to delineate ‘objects in the plane‘ or ‘fields of

observations’ (Guodchild 1990), specificzally the

mapping of spatial pattern and extent. Types of 2-D
spatial objects or fields and the operations which

can be carried out on them are considered at length

in texts such as Burrough (1936) and Aronoff (1939)

Three-dimensional GIS 

and need no elaboration here. Typical examples of

such spatial objects would he land parcels.
coastlines or fire hydrants which are readily handled

in a (315 with an x,y coordinate system. It should be
noted that most commercially available GIS are

only designed to handle 2-D spatial data: some

systems achieve limited 3-D capabilities for surface

modelling by assigning an attribute for 2 values

(such as elevation) to a set of x,y locations. Here

only the .r.y locations are stored within the spatial
indexing system and the z value is defined as a

pseudo-attribute. This involves making the
assumption that it is only necessary to store a single
2 value for each x,y location, that is, the surface
defined is not overfolded (Weibcl and 1-lcllcr 1991

in this volume). In practice this has been an

acceptable limitation on the representation of
surfaces.

However, many forms of geoscientific analysis

seek to collect data about spatial objects and
domains such as features of the solid earth (e.g.

aquifers), oceans t’e.g. currents} or atmosphere

(c.g. weather fronts), which fill or enclose 3-D
space. A complete representation of these

phenomena requires the definition of each location
known within an x,y,z coordinate system. This fully

3-D system allows a direct analogy between the real
space and a simulated space to be established in the

model. However, it also requires 3-D forms of

spatial indexing which are much more difficult to

create and manage than the existing 2-D systems

(Raper 1989a).

Note that such spatial objects or domains can
be described by any number of attributes. However,

these are always expressed as descriptions of x,y,z
locations, since these are the cardinal spatial
dimensions. Time can be considered it lurrlter

dimension, but must be considered qualitatively
different, as l-laitelton, Leahy and Williamson

(1990) show. since time is not generally measured in

the same units. Typically, therefore, evolving

systems are represented by a sequence of 3-D
models, although Hazelton, Leaky and Williamson

(1990) show how a 4-D representation of space-time
can be constructed where all units are light-seconds.

In general. 3-D geoscicntilic models are also based
on precise (though not necessarily accurate)

representations rather than fuzzy ones. Due to the
difficulty of visualizing "fuzzy 3-D models (x-ish, y-
ish. z-ish coordinates), a series of models reflecting
different estimates is usually constructed, although
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some fuzziness can be displayed by the use of

transparency to blur the edges of geo—objects (Flynn
1990).

Ilowever, these two classes of spatial data

rcpreserttrrtion (2-D, 3-D) are also associated with
sets of operations which can be carried out on each

set of data types supported. For example, volume
cannot be established in all situations where solid

objects are represented in 2-D, due to the inability

of the representation to handle multiple 2 values for
a single .r,y location in the plane. At present 3-D

spatial operations are poorly understood, as there

are few implententcd systems which work with 3-D

representations, although considerable research
into appropriate algorithms is presently under way.

Hence, at present many applications are being

moved to 3-D representations in order to exploit the
availability of these new 3-D operations.

One ofthe major problems for the

development of true 3-D models is that generally

they must still be imaged on scrrti-fiat cathode ray
tube screens. Although Welch (1990) reports the
use of a 3-D stereo visualization system based on

120 Hz circularly polarized images, the majority of

3-D models are still portrayed in 2-D. This has given
rise to a variety of forms of vistltllization for 2-D and

3-D representations which are discussed below.

2-D visualization

A 2-D visualization is a graph or raster where the :-

value defining a surface is projected on to a 2-D

plane and 0-D, 1-D and 2-D objects can be

displayed (Fig. 20.2). Since 2 is usually a
continuously varying value on the ratio scale. the

value of z is usually grouped into a class and the

class boundaries shown. This can be achieved by
shading z—value classes or labelling the isolines

which divide them. This is the preferred technique

for the display of a 3-D spatial object such as a

terrain on a 2-D map. Multiple z-values for a given
location cannot be handled: ifthis situation occurs

in some locations the isolines are often simply
omitted.

2.5-«D visualization

A 2.5-D visualization is an isometric model where

the z attribute associated with an x.y location is
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Fig. 20.2 A 243 isoline map of Arthur’s Seat,
Edinburgh, Scotland.

projected onto an x,y,z coordinate reference system
and all three axes displayed (Fig. 20.3). This

operation transforms the map of: attributes for an

x,_v position. so that each z attribute defines a

position on the z axis, creating a surface with no

thickness visualized within 343 space. This

approach simulates the view that would be seen by a
human observer from a point within the 3-D space.
However, note that a 2.543 vi.rtmlizattTort of a 24.3

repr£'.5‘ertttlti0n is only the display of a single-valued
surface: multiple 2-values cannot be handled for a

single x,y point except by stacking a number of

surfaces in the same 3-D space. This kind of
visualization only contains information about the

described surface, the state ofa 3-D spatial object at

a plane or interface or for a single observation cycle.

Hence, a 2.5-D visualization is still limited by the
basis of a 2~D representation,

3-D visualization

A true 3-D visualization is a full 3-D solid model

where many x,y,z observations are structured into a

solid structure and visualized in perspective view,
complete with multiple occurrences of z. This kind

of view is a precise analogue for the physical space
inhabited by human observers. and allows the full

specification of 3-D operations on the observed
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phenomena within the limits of the geometrical

model employed (Plate 20.2).

Within contemporary geoscicntilic analysis
only 2-D and 2.5-]?! vimnlizaiirms of 3-D

rcpresentariortr of reality are in common use,
specifically, surfaces visualized in 3-D space. For

such visualizations, 2.5-D techniques offer the
opportunity to view the model, and are popular

since they are calculated easily and match certain
application requirements well. For example,

surfaces can often be considered to be approximate.
analogues for sedimentary strata, since they

frequently have a high area to thickness ratio, and

the compression of the third dimension to zero may

not cause the loss of significant information. Display

of surfaces in 2.5-D may also be the appropriate
visualization for interfaces such as water tables.

However. these objects can only be handled where

there are no multiple occurrences of 2'-values for

any given .r,y: in practice, therefore, 2.5-D

visualization is limited to spatial objects with a

planar continuity, although this assumption holds
true for almost all terrains. It is also conventional

for the z axis to be parallel to the action of

gravitational forces, although this axis may be
arbitrarily defined.

Note, however. that although several adjacent
surfaces can he used to show multiple values of 2 for
given locations in 2.5—[) visualizations, this situation

has several shortcomings for analysis. In particular,

if the surfaces intersect they must be topologically
connected, and it is still difficult to extract the true

3-D properties of solid spatial objects. Thus, to
overcome these problems and to handle solid 3-D

objects will require a 3-D visualization and a true 3-

D representation scheme. This is particularly

appropriate for the visualization of complex geo-

objects where solid thresholding ofinternal
property variance may be required. and where 3-D
spatial operations are needed to characterize 3-D
spatial objects.

SURFACE MODELLING IN 3-D 

The creation of surfaces is a widespread form of

modelling in the geosciences, and a wide range of

application software is available to create 2.5-D

visualizations. As discussed in the previous section

the 2.5—D surface display can only be used to
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visualize a 3-D representation of reality within

certain limits. For example, multiple 2-values

cannot be displayed. However, geometrically,

surfaces may be thought of as complex spatial

objects whose spatial configuration is not limited by
the constraints of a 2.5-D visualiatation. Surfaces are

developed by spatially structuring point— or line-

based z-value data using raster (grid based) or

vector (triangulated) techniques: therefore, surfaces
can be used in a 3-D representation as a means of

bounding 3-D space. This can be achieved by using

limited 2.5-D visualization data or by developing
new ways to represent surfaces in 3-D space. In this
chapter the study of surfaces is confined to their use

in 3-D modelling: the generation of 2.5-D surfaces

and the storage of digital elevation models (DEMs)

is considered extensively in Weibel and Heller (1991
in this volume).

While 2.5-D surface visualizations cannot

handle multiple 2-values. and can only partition
space and not enclose it, they fulfil a useful role as
basic building blocks or constraints in solid models,

These links can be implied as in the case of plotting
together multiple surfaces within a common spatial

frame: this can allow the computation of simple

solid characteristics such as the volume vertically
between any two surfaces. These links can also be
made by the geometrical connection of surfaces

(Fig. 20.4]: Christiansen and Seclerherg (1978)

clescribctl an algorithm for connecting isolincs
describing a surface together to form a solid.

{Hi 

  
Boundary loop T

-'1"b2-cbi-'P2
be-tl‘g<f1-ibg

 
Fig. 20.4 An example of two planar, parallel
isolint: loops connected to form a triangulated solid:
(at) the shortest span method of surface
triangulation; (in) surface triangulation of two
boundary layers.
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However. the development of new forms of

representation for surfaces has produced new
approaches unconstrained by 2.5-D limitations.

Such an approach described by Fisher and Wales

(1991) has been the use of non-uniform rational

B-splines (NURB5) to generate surfaces in

hydrocarbon exploration. NURE-S are piecewise

parametric polynomial functions which can be used
to model complex surfaces. These functions lit the

data exactly, but create a smooth surface form.

subject to local control by the manipulation of the

poles associated with each segment of the surface

(Fig. 20.5). NURBS can handle overfolds in a
surface: however, solids must still be assembled

from constituent surfaces. The procedure to model

a geological surface described by Fisher and Wales

involved picking the tops of geological formations

(identified by the geologist) and interpolating 2-D
isolinc maps honouring all the data points using

NURBS techniques. These isolinc maps were then
converted into a set of surface planes incorporating
structural information such as faults, which were
then connected to form it solid.

Kellr. and Challen (1989) describe an

application of the NU RES technique using

lntergraph’s EMS package to connect two limbs of
an overfold in South Wales Coal Measures. In this

case the use of NURBS allowed them to model the

form of the fold connection from knowledge of the

regional structure. The process was interactive
allowing them to view four screen windows. one

each for x,y and z perspectives and one 2.5-D view.
Much of the work in this case was cased by rotating

the surfaces to look along the strike of the folds

when making the actual connection. Once
connected. the complete new surface was

incorporated into the structure of the two original

folds (Fig. 20.6).
The value of surfaces in 3-D models is also

demonstrated when they are used as estimators of

general spatial process behaviour. Surfaces can be
used to filter or transmit spatial processes: thus. one
set of surface characteristics such as terrain. can be

used to characterize other process surfaces such as
runoff characteristics. ‘Soft’ data (indicative of

behaviour) expressed in surface 2, can be used as a

template or predictor of specific local behaviour in
surface 123 surface 2. can then be discarded. A more

sophisticated procedure capable of relating Complex
behaviour of one surface to another is co-kriging

(Leenaers, Burrough and Clint 1989; Burrough 1991

Three-dimensional GIS

(3) well logs corralatati
and tops picked

 

 
"F4-lb

513’-

(C) Structure

td) Iaonaeh andstructure combined:
data danslllod.
auctions created

(a) NUREIS surfaces created (1') NLIF-‘(B5and combined solid model

Fig. 20.5 The procedure for the creation of a
NURBS solid model.

in this volume). When one variable is spatially

dependent on another they are described as oo-

regionalizeti. By describing the form of the

relationship and its variance it is possible to predict
more accurately the value of the spatially dependent

property at locations where it has not been
measured. Leenaers, Burrough and OK): (1989)

applied this technique to the modelling of lead

deposition across a floodplain where the lead

concentrations were expensive to sample but the

floodplain elevations were easily surveyed. The C0-
regiontilization of these two variables was found to

be dependent on floodplain inundation frequency.
The development of surfaces cart also be made

corrtplctcly interactive as described by Schaeben

(1989) and Auerbach and Schaehen (1990). In this

study, scattered points are triangulated under
controlled conditions with the user placing the

initial vertices of a Delaunay triangulation and

inserting polylincs which define the axis of any
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Fig. 20.6 A View of the two original limbs of the fold structure now connected by the overfolcl,

geological features influencing the structure of the

study area. The surface is then constructed using
bivariate quadratic simplicial B-splines to create a

smooth surface, although directional constraints can
be defined. In order to make the surface

representation modifiable the coefficients of the

splines are visualized as geometrical points which

can be manipulated to control the shape of the
surface. This procedure can be used to create

multiple surfaces which are then fastened together
to create a full solid model.

Interactive surface design is also available

within the GDCAD system (Mallet 1991) which

uses a triangulated irregular network (TIN) to
model a surface. GOCAD allows the creation of

triangles interactively in a CAD system or
algorithmically by conversion of surfaces

interpolated from a grid into a triangulated form.
The GOCAD TIN model can handle overfolds

Since the triangulation is constructed by iteratively
examining a 3-D grid of cells for the entrance and

exit points of triangular facets defining the
boundary conditions for the surface. GOCAD can
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also incorporate fuzzy constraints into the

specification of nodes and vectors in the TIN. The
user interface to the GOCAD system is based on
the use of ’cameras‘ which view the 3-D domain

from any angle: transformation of the bounding

surfaces can take place within these windows.

One particular characteristic of geological

surfaces is the likely presence of faults which may

lead to ‘steps‘ in surfaces. The steps may be
associated with vertical and lateral movement which

may juxtapose different materials across the fault.

Hence when creating surfaces to model solid

geology it is necessary to prevent interpolation

across a fault and to control interpolation around

the ends of faults where they may plunge below the

surface. Rtiber (1989) has developed a surface

interpolation system to support such constraints

based on a series of modules: BILDED to support
data capture from digitlzers and grid files; SEISCO
to convert depth to seismic travel time for

heterogeneous seismic and geological data sets;
DFAULT to allow the interactive definition of fault

patterns and plane angles; FLINT to interpolate the
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fault-constrained surface; and INSECT to calculate.

intersections between interpolated surfaces and
fault planes.

Finally, it should be noted that surfaces can

also be generated as the result of a spatial query on
a solid when defined either in terms of form,

orientation or position in the model. Extractions of

surfaces from solids can be useful when attempting

to locate an interface which is important as a
boundary of some kind. Hence surfaces can be seen

to be important geometrical constructs whether

2.5—D or full 3-D techniques are used.

 

SOLID MODELLING IN 3-D GI5 

Much of the early experience of solid modelling has
been gained in the computer-aided drawing (CAD)

field as described by Rcquicha (1980) and Meier
(1986) who identified several distinct groups of 3-D

representation techniques:

1, Sweep representation (SR): the sweep technique
represents an object by sweeping a defined area

or ‘volume along a defined trajectory.

2. Primitive iurtancing (PI): this represents an

object hy a set of pre-defined shapes, or
mathematical primitives, which are positioned

in 3-D space Without intersection. An instance

of a primitive is defined by a set of numeric

values where each value is a parameter in the
mathematical equation describing the primitive

shape.

3. Constructive solid geometry (CSG): this

technique represents an object by combining

primitive point sets using Boolean operations
(union, intersection and difference).

4. Boundary representation (BR): this technique
defines an object by its bounding surface. The

latter can be represented as a set of coordinates

and their connectivity.

5. Sptzliul occupancy cnuntcratirm (SUE): this
represents an object by the union of a set of

cells where the cell is a primitive shape which
can be either regular or irregular. Cells are
adjacent, connected and do not intersect.

These representations form a set of techniques to

create 3-D models: Fig. 20.7 shows a typology of the
representations commonly used in the geoscicnccs.
The suitability of one or other of these

representations depends on the characteristics of
the data set. the operations which it is desirable to

carry out and the specific form of spatial indexing
employed,

Volume representation

3D—grI'd I isosuoace 
Surface representation

  
 

Constructive
solid geometry 

 

  
Boundary

representation

 
Fig. 20.7 3-D representations used in the
geoscicnces.

Sampling

The first step in the solid modelling process is

collection of appropriate measurements in the study
domain consisting of attribute data for x,y,z

locations which meet a specified set of criteria. The
collection of these measurements is, however, a

sampling exercise and in the subsequent modelling
these measurements should be considered as the

spatial representation of the probability that geo-
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objectts) exist in a particular location and
configuration. Since many gen-objects have poorly
known characteristics, the correct sampling frame

(random or structured) and the sampling density
can often not be determined in advance.

Often the type of sampling adopted is governed

by economic or project-related. rather than

geoscientific. criteria. For example, the sampling of
ground conditions for a new road is often
constrained to the centrclinc of the carriageway.

and the automated estimation of surface heights in it

photogrammctric survey generates a regular grid of

values. Typical methods of obtaining geoscienlilit:
samples are seismic profiling, overfiights, weather

balloons, probes, systematic survey and boreholes.
However, there are several drawbacks associated

with point sampling of a geo-object using vertical

sampling lines through a domain. First, it. can be

very difficult to distinguish between the multiple
occurrence of a similar feature down a line and the

repeated occurrence of a single object through
folding or faulting. Secondly, the continuity

between any two occurrences of the boundary of it
gco-object taken from two neighbouring point

samples cannot be assumed to be simple or
predictable.

Another sampling difficulty associated with 3-D
geo-objects arises in the case of dynamic

phenomena, such as water movement in aquifers
(Turner 1989) and oil flow through hydrocarbon
reservoirs, or in evolutionary systems such as

coastal sedimentary environments. It may be

necessary to sample these data sets repeatedly CW6!‘

time which will generate multiple values of

attributes for an x.y_.z position. Burns (1988, 1990)

described a system of ‘structured vector fields‘ to
manage x,y,z,r data (where r is time). and reported

an application of the technique in the development

of a geothermal production field northeast of San
Francisco. California. The values of attributes in an

x,y,z,i' framework may also change over time

according to positive process feedback. For

example. the greater accumulations on a coastal salt
marsh near a major creek (French 1989), or the

drawdown of a piezometrit: surface near 3 well. may
provide further sampling difficulties.

The results of the sampling process are crucial

determinants of the forms of representation which

are available. If the sampling procedure produced a
regular grid of x.y.z point values or series of parallel

lines, then using a regular tessellation of volume
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elements (voitelsj involves no further operations. If

the sampling has produced non-regular patterns of

x.y,z points or polylines then some form of
connection must be made among these elements.

and a form of structuring must be selected. In this

case objects must be formed from the points and are

usually constructed using lines and polygons (to
create volygons)_

Representation and structuring

The approaches to 3-D representation and
structuring of goo-objects can be categorized as

raster, vector and function based: Jones (1989)

gives a good summary of the main data structures
available. The raster solutions to 3~D data

representation are mostly based around the voxcl as
a basic unit. Optimization of this form of

representation for complex geosobjects requires the
use of spatial indexing systems to eliminate
redundant storage when necessary. The simplest

form of indexing for such data is a complete 3-D

layer- and row-ordered raster. with each voxel
stored explicitly and associated with attribute
values. These models have been built by many oil

exploration and reservoir management companies,

for example by Shell (tht: MONARCH system) and
by Exxon (the CHECJSET system: Jones (1988)).
These models can be displayed for any range of

attribute values and offer high quality
visualizations. However. their performance in

queries and spatial analysis, such as connectivity
tracing, can be poor.

These 3-D sets of voxels can be indexed

effectively in a variety of ways. including 3-D run

encoding (Mark and Ccbrian 1986) where all the
vowels are visited by, for example the Morton

Order, although this technique can develop huge

demands for storage. A more sophisticated

technique is the 3-D equivalent of the quadtree
called the octree (Kavouras and Masry 1987; Belt

and Mill 1989) which recursively divides space into

eight until any part of the subdivision is empty

(outside the object) or full (inside the object), with

the process continuing to a predetermined level of
resolution. The advantage of this form of indexing is

the very efficient conduct of Boolean operations on

geo-objects.
A modified version of the octrec called the

polytree has been proposed by Carlbom (1987)
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which identifies the logical content of each vmtel.

that is whether full or empty, or a vertex. edge or
surface cell of the geo-object. This scheme has the

advantage of a solid representation amenable to
rapid Boolean operations for 3-D spatial

operations. while also identifying the nature of the

individual voxel, giving a pseudo object
representation,

Various hybrid forms of representation

utilizing both raster and vector concepts have
recently been proposed which use or convert

observations in .t,y,z coordinate space to a 3-D
raster and then form a vector-type representation

from it. Smith and Paradis (1989) outlined an
approach which uses a minimum tension

interpolation algorithm to calculate the values of a

3-D phenomenon (sampled non—regularly) at the
intersections of a gridded bounding block. The

system then forms 'iso—surfaces’ using a triangulated

vector data structure (see Fig. 20. 10), which are

used to partition the 3-D grid by attribute value.
Other design elements such as faulting and
structural features with a known ‘form (such as a salt

dome) can also be added to the model. This design
incorporates elements of both roster and vector-

based structuring. and the system can choose

whichever structuring is most appropriate for a
particular spatial query operation. This system

forms the basis for the comrnercially available
Interactive Volume Modelling (IVM) system from

Dynamic Graphics.

Denver and Phillips (1990) show how known

geological structure can be used to define bedding
planes and faults. which can each be represented by
2.5-[) grid mesh surfaces, where the cells in the

mesh are shaded for geological composition.

Composition shaded cells on the surface can then be

used to define solid voxcls which may fill each

geological unit if desired. This system is the basis of
the commercial] y available Stratamodel system. The

advantage of these two hybrid systems is that they
offer the facility to convert between space-bounding

vector techniques and spat:e—filling raster methods.
In the field of vector data structuring for geo-

objects the systems used most commonly employ 3-
D boundary representations (‘B-reps‘) for the

indexing of geometrical data. Attribute data can
then be linked to this structure using an appropriate

geo—relational system, although the processing
overheads can be high (Molenaar 1990; Fritsch

1990). This kind of structure also requires the
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acceptance of planar enforcement as an organizing
principle, that is. no domains or objects can
overlap.

The simplest 3-D B-rep is a triangulated

irregular network (TIN). Carlson (1987) described
the theoretical basis for a 3-D ‘TIN system based on

simplicial complexes: at 0-.-zimplex is equivalent to a
point. ii-simplex to a line, 2-simplex to an area and

3—simp|ex to a volume. This structure is relatively
easy to transform and visualize, but is very difficult

to create. This is because 3-D geometry is poorly
understood. and if the problem is reduced to the

connection nf2—D nodes by projecting the points on

to a plane, multiple. values are likely. Assumptions
necessary for 3-D triangulation-s include the need to

ensure that volumes do not intersect except at
edges, and that all the objects defined are

tetrahedrons which are mutually disjunct.

Few, if any. systems using this full 3-D form of

representation have been implemented. Most
implemented systems fasten together surfaces

delined in x,_y or x,z space to avoid the problems of
3-D polygon structuring. The Lynx mine modelling

system uses this technique to build 3-D objects by
connecting geological sections to make volumetric

‘components. in order to define the ‘contponeI'tts'
each section is projected to a mid-plane, where the

geological transitions are resolved. Note that Lynx
also allows the creation of a voxel model l'or all the

3-D components identified oriented at any angle
appropriate to the 3-D structure of the ore body

(Clark, Houlding and Stoakes 1990).
Another 3-D system which uses a constructive

framework for 3-D vector modelling is IREX
(Lassctcr 1990}. IREX allows the display and inter-

connection of boreholes and their lithological
characteristics within a visualization composed of a

3-D cuboid. The system can also show segments of
2.5-1) surface and associated faults along with

seismic sections available within the study area.

IREX offers an environment where geoscienlists
can assemble structures from diverse forms ol‘t:l-ata

using CAD-like tools: however, the tools embrace

many of the complex data types which the

geoscientist uses.

Function-based representations are generally

based on piecewise parametric polynomial
functions, such as NU RES (Fisher and Wales 1991),

which have robust properties. These functions can
structure points or primitive geometrical forms into

a single exact 3-D model by assembly ofsurfacc
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components. Transformations and analysis of this
representation are rapid and efficient, however. as a

representation it enforces a continuity of curvature

between known points: this is an acceptable

assumption for many. but not all. geoscicnlific
applications.

The choice of data structures will constrain the.

scope of the modelling by defining the 3-D
functionality available. it is common for the

coordinates of a geo-object of interest to be
determined and the visualization created each time

a model is made, since true 3-D representation of

gcoscience data has not hitherto been possible.

However, now that 3-D spatial structuring is

becoming more common, the alternatives of re-

computing a new model or storing a 3-D

representation will arise. As processing power

becomes cheaper per unit, the choice between the
alternatives of re-computing and full 3-D

representation and structuring of the data will be
determined by the application involved and the

storage space available. Thus. representation is
likely to become the rule when the resources
consumed in the model creation process justify the
retention of the model and its addition to a 3-D
database.

Spatial functions

The keys to efficient access and use of 3-D

gcoseientifie data, however structured, are the
spatial functions or queries supported. It is possible

to define sets of 3-D spatial functions in relation to

several different systems of user conceptualization
and system representation. Previous work on the

definition of spatial functions has originated in
diverse fields. Work in cognitive science by Johnson
(1987), discussed by Mark (1989). has led to the

definition of a class of spatial functions based

around human metaphors for space ltnown as

‘image. schemata‘. Other work in linguistics (such as

Talmy 1988) has emphasized the role of spatial
propositions, topology, viewpoint and distribution

of attention as expressed through the structure of

language used in spatial description. These

approaches have confirmed the role of perception

and understanding in the conceptualization of

spatial relations in 2-D and 3-D. and hence the

framing of spatial queries by the user of the system.
Work on spatial representation in 2-D has
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generated a more formal range of spatial functions,
such as simple visualization properties (Freeman

1975), and complete sets of topological relationships
between objects (Pullar and Egenhofer 1988). A set

of functions for 3-D modelling of geoseientific data

was proposed by Raper (1990) to formalize spatial
functions without defining representation. Figure
20.8 shows a series of simple illustrations of the

operation of these functions on a single object, and

Table 20.1 gives an indication of the relative

performance of raster and vector data structures
across all these functions.

Table 20.1 shows in outline terms how raster

and vector spatial structuring affects the speed of

operation of the 3-D spatial functions. The relative
merits of integral structuring and re-computation of

the model also vary according to the type of data
structure used. Note also that the accuracy of the

representation must not exceed the real world
determinacy ofthe data set. It is. therefore.

suggested that a complete analysis of the available
data and expected queries is the optimum way to

decide on the type. of representation which is

appropriate for each model. The functionality of

existing commercial systems can also be evaluated

using this approach. Few if any of these ‘solicl‘
functions have yet been fully implemented for real

geoscience data sets with all their inherent

complexity, and so only the theoretical performance
of these queries is considered in the establishment
of Table 20.1 (although see Bait and Mill 1989 for

some estimates of octree performance in spatial
functions).

MODEL DEVELOPMENT IN 3-D 

The application ofthesc techniques of

representation is crucially dependent on the
identification or identity of the geo-objects of

interest. While in many modelling environments the

data and their spatial configuration are defined by
external factors or customary practice, the process

of conceptualization which precedes the

representation of a model is a crucial stage in 3-D

model development (Goodchild 1991). Raper
(1990) suggested that the process of discretization of

the perceived reality leads to the creation of a

‘conceptual set‘ in 3-D: the structuring of the set of
tuples x,_v_z,p (where p is an attribute at time t‘)
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Table 20.1 Generic spatial functions in 3-D spatial
modelling and their effectiveness under different
3-D data structures. 

 Spatial Function Raster Vector

Visualization

Translate slower fast
Rotate slower fast
Scale slower fast
Reflect slower fast

Transformation

Shear slower fast

Characterization

Volume fast slower
Surface area fast fast
Centre of mass fast slower
Orientation slow fast

Selection
AND fast slower
OR fast slower
XOR fast slower
NOT fast slower

Topological relations

Separation fast fast
Adjacency fast fast

Modelling

Build (axial or bounding) fast slow 

associated with the conceptual set has a vital role in

the representation choices made later.

The process of discretization (or data
modelling) begins with the identification of
structure in reality and is deeply embedded in

practice and ‘experience’. This step is normally

followed by measurement of a number of
parameters associated with the ‘structure'. The

observations on the ‘suggestive’ parameters are

usually made with reference to a 3-D coordinate

system which acts as a geometrical frame for the

located tuples x,y,z,p. Perhaps two main kinds of

approaches can be identified:

1. Device exploratory: in this case the
measurement technology defines the

geometrical arrangement of the observed

topics, and there is no search for an it prion"
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object. Thus, boreholes impose a linear
structure on the measurements, characterizing a

regular sequence of points downhole, and a

photogrammetric survey of a terrain or section
will usually generate a grid of measurements
over the visual field. l-Iowever, El survey of the

positions of tracer pebbles over a channel bar

will be governed by hydraulic processes and
recovery factors, and will generate a spatially

non-regular set of observed topics. In this

process the tuples recorded only need have the
means of collection or selection in common.

2. Object exploratory: in this case the Search for an

o priori object defines the geometrical
arrangement of the observed tupies. The

located tuples identified by the combination of

‘suggestive’ parameters form a spatial cluster of
arbitrary configuration. in this process the

tuples recorded may have a distinct spatial
structure.

When the ‘object’ can be identified by a single

key parameter and is known to exist in a discrete
form from knowledge of the domain (cg. mine

access, destructive examination) then the spatial

object can be termed ‘sampling limited’ (Raper
198%). in this case the discretization proceeds by

using the sampling theorem to create a

parsimonious description of the object from
selective observations. An example would be a

perched aquifer, or a salt dome or a fault—limited
block (Fig. 20.9).

 
Fig. 20.9 A sampling limited geo-object: a salt
dome and associated faulting modelled with IREX.
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Fig. 20.10 Definition-limited objects: an IVM

model of high porosity zones in a destructively
tested limestone block.

When the object is transient or part of a

continuum (e.g. a temperature field), or exists only
as it spatially clustered set of observed tuples

defined by a group of ‘suggestive’ parameters, then
the spatial object can be described as ‘definition
limited (Raper 198913). In this case the

discretization proceeds by assembling a set of

‘suggestive parameters and searching for locations

matching this at priori description. An example of a
definition-limited object would be a plume of

pollutants in the atmosphere or ocean defined by a
physical threshold, or a sedimentary faeies. Often

the boundaries or conditions for selection of objects
are ‘pielts‘ made on the basis of an interpretation oi’

raw data (Fig. 20.10},

Although the set of tuples selected during the

data collection stage can be structured in a variety
Of ways. there are probably only two major
strategies:

1. Domain partition: use of the selected tuples to

subdivide the whole 3-D domain into regular or
non—regulEtr constituent units.

2, Entity corisrrttctiori: use of the selected tuples to

define entities within 3-D space using basic
geometrical elements,

These two structuring strategies control the set of

spatial functions available for the analysis of a

model: they do not necessarily define the form of
representation that should be chosen. In the main,

however, domain partition leads to a raster type
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representation and entity construction leads to the

use of vector or function type representations.

With the relative paucity of information often
available to carry out such definition limited 3-D

spatial modelling. the intponancc ofthe conceptual

data model used in the analysis increases. Tliis is

because the geo—object itself is usually defined by

the sampling or selection of parameters established

by the data model. This data modelling process

ought to be supported by knowledge about the
geo-scientific domain and associated processes

(Rapcr 1988). For example, Kclk (1991) iclentiliotl a
number of characteristic geological data constraints
which provided support for this exercise:

I Geological discontinuities (e.g. fault types)

0 Regional structure (e.g. dip/strike and fold
patterns)

I Sedimentation (e.g. fan systems)

0 Volcanic (e.g. plutonic history)

In Process environment (e-.g. glacial weathering).

The use of vertical profile models in

sedimentary geology by such workers as Bouma and

Allen has demonstrated that there. is significant

information content within sedimentary sequences
(Turner 1989). This may include Marltovian models

of succession and cycling which refleet the

behaviour of the physical system. This knowledge
can be used to establish a data model for a sparse
data set by providing guidance on the spatial

dimensions or nature of a particular geo-object: one
example would be the Bridge and Leeder (1979)
model of meander belt migration behaviour.

Conversely, by the use of simulation using Markov
techniques, definition-limited models can be created

under known conditions, This procedure can be

used to form comparisons with other gee-objects

which are established by the structuring of sparse
data.

Specifically, the data model for a stratum

ttclievetl to exist in the subsurface may be defined

by lithological and structural parameters in a

specific combination. The 3-D spatial identity of the

geo—olJject is then established by searching the
population of selected characteristics for the

boundaries of the defining conditions and recording

the x._r,z coorcliuates. Note. therefore, that by
altering the contents of the data model and iterating
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the search process, a new set of x,y.z coordinates

defining the object can be created. In the case of a
study attempting to establish the overall
architecture of a sedimentary sequence, the basic

spatial arrangement of get)-objects can often be
defined in different ways (and may overlap),

depending on the contents of the data model for

each element of the sequence defined (Raper 1988).
Reconstruction of the structural development of

basins, or dynamic behaviour of current systems or

fluid flow regimes illustrates other evolutionary

systems where the data model will change rapidly.
It is clear, therefore, that establishing the

spatial identity of definition limited geo-objects in
the subsurface is highly sensitive to the contents of

the data model. The essential point is that the errors

or bias inherent in the process of defining this data
model can be as great as, or even greater than.

those introduced in the spatial sampling of the

parameters defining the geo—object or in the process
ofits visualization. Finally. it may be necessary to
edit the data to select the values to be used in the 3-

D spatial modelling. For example. it may be

necessary to parse or validate the raw data, and
subsequently to parameterize or reglonaliae the
values before further analysis. These operations

may impose their own indeterminacy on the identity

of the geo-object under consideration.

Using the techniques and approaches described
above it is possible to generate complex and realistic
3-D models visualized in 3-D. However, a key

component in the modelling process is the spatial
database and its design at the level of data types

permitted. Any modelling process must also operate
within the constraints of a database environment

(see Fig. 20.11). Few specific database designs for
the 3-D environment have been developed:

Molenaar (1990), Fritsch (1990) and Hazelton,
Leahy and Williams (1990) are the most complete

attempts to date, all using relational concepts. One
particular problem in a 3-D environment is the

lineage of the model development, and the

management of model versions (Newell, Theriault
and Easterfield 1990). In a modelling environment

it is also important to be able to incorporate data
from different database sources (Turner, Kolm and

Downey 1990), although few prospects for
structured data transfer exist at present.

One well developed strategy for creating a 3-D

model database involves spatial clustering of the
elements delining the gco-object by a geometrical
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Fig. 20.11 A strategy for handling geosciertee data
and database inptttloutput.

attribute in a geoscienee database. Work by Schok
and Waterfeld (1986) and Horn et at. (1989) has led

to the establishment of a prototype database (the

‘Geokernel‘). This implements the storage of 3-D
vector data items which are fully integrated with the

associated attribute data. The storage structure used
is based on hierarchical subdivision of the primary

data attributes into sub-objects. The 3-D geometry

is represented within this structure as a set of points.
polylinesor cuboicls. These are spatially clustered

by a regular or hierarchical subdivision of the 3-D

space enclosing the objects. The usual mode of
access would be by specifying (in system

terminology) a ‘clip’ or ‘compose’ spatial query

followed by a ‘test’ for the relevant non-spatial
attributes. The chief advantage of this system is that

it binds together the spatial and non—spatial
components in a form of object orientation. It also

allows the database to be set up for any data

configuration, There are two main disadvantages.

First, it requires a complex database operation to

set up and bind each new data description to the
database. Secondly, it does not use an explicit data

structure to store 3-D geometry, but subdivides

space around the objects identified in each project.
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Three-dimensional visualizations cannot often

be interactively interrogated. Hence, one ultimate

design objective in the development of a 3-D

modelling system is the production of high quality
images which can also be interrogated by graphic

interaction with the model on the screen. perhaps
using a 3-D cursor such as the ‘Dataglove’

demonstrated by the Media Lab at MIT (Aldersey-
Williams 1989). The rapid development of ‘virtual

reality’ may also provide tools for interactive
experiential manipulations of the model.

Dynamic 3-D models are also becoming a
reality within the geoscience field. Tetzlaff and

l-larbaugh (1989) have recently described how

elastic sedimentation can be simulated for a variety
of processes. including river channel. deltaic and
alluvial fan environments. These models are made
in the SEDSIM environlnettl which simulates elastic

transport and sedimentation on a grain-by-grain

basis. SEDSIM produces 3-D fence diagrams.
shaded for grain size. which illustrate the

geometrical outcome for a specific sedimentological
model.

Experience with 3-D modelling also opens a
new opportunity to accumulate knowledge of 3-D

object metrics and behaviour which can be placed in
knowledge bases. Dawson (1989) describes the

development and structure of such at knowledge

base at BP referred to as SEDMAC. Although this

knowledge base is non-spatial in form. the potential
to link to 3-D models exists. Finally, it should be

noted that 3-D data can also be input into process
driven models of 3-D behaviour. such as those used

in hydrogeology (Turner 1989). The scope for this

type of application is increasing as more systems are
developed.

 

CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter has reviewed and interpreted the
developments within the field of 3-D GIS at a time

of particularly rapid development in theory and
applications. This rapid growth indicates that the

development of 2-D GIS has not provided the

techniques of spatial data handling required by

geoscientisls. As a consequence. further
developments in this field can be anticipated. The

great advantages of the new 3-D modelling
techniques are clear for all gcoscientists to see:
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many existing gcoscience questions can be more

effectively answered in a 3-D modelling domain and
since Cotttplctely new questions can be posed. this
form of analysis will be continuously extended.

However. the key control over the long-term
development and refinement of tools for 3-D GIS

will undoubtedly be the ability of the geoscientist to

respond to the challenge to produce more cot-npiete

models of geoscientilie processes and their physical
expression. This response is called for since these

new ntodclhng techniques require a greater

quantification of assumptions and more complete

data to establish geometrical form. In this respect.
3-D G15 has the potential to fuel a revolution in

geoscientific data handling which will increase the

speed at which models can be made and improved.
These developments also form part of the
revolution in scientific visualization whose

developments will greatly improve the geoscientists‘

ability to communicate with their peers and the
public.

One final Consideration for 3-D GIS is the issue

of how to manage the output of these new

modelling processes. that is how to organize the

database of models. Past and present practice in the
geoscienccs has been to enshrinc the results of a

particular study or model in a paper map. perhaps
as part of a definitive series. However, within a 3-D

GIS database, models can be continuously replaced
by new models. each ofwhich may be capable of

many visualizations. This suggests that a major
challenge for the management of this powerful new

technology is how to store and make available l'or

future use the new insights which will emerge, in
particular. how to ensure that the data and their

interpretation are archived together.
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INFORMATION INTEGRATION

AND GIS

l D H SHEPHERD

The role ofrize G13 as an ‘irzforrmrtiort ir:regr'rrtor' is c.t‘r.trizirteri, and the voriotts

app:-nachos‘ taken in current .ry.stent.r to neizieve irtforrrtntirm integrntiort are
described. it is shown that c'an.ridernbie (effort must be expertried to create it

con.s'i.-.‘tent geographr'(:rtt' t1i£if£r‘i'.7r1.'§‘(.’ before GIS can .tucce.r.rfuiiy integrate diver-.re
irtformotion. Aiterrmtive approaches to irtformrrtion integration fotrn.ct' in

fiifornzrttiori rrciznology are crtro disc-itsseri, in order to identify more effective

rrpproncites‘ to irrtegratrm-'t within it t'_}'I.'9 frt:rrnt’wor'k.

INFORMATION INTEGRATION AND GIS

‘The benefits of a geographical information

system depend on linking different data sets
together.‘

‘A GIS brings information togctltcr. it unifies

and integrates that information. It trial-tes
available information to which no one had

access before. and places old information in a
new context. it often brings together
information which either was not or could not

be brought together previously.‘

(Dangermond 1989: 25}.

GIS as an integrating technology

One of the most persistent and pervasive buzzwords
in the field of GIS is ‘integration’. Indeed, the

ability of GIS to integrate diverse information is
freqtmntly cited as its major defining attribute. and

as its major source of power and flexibility in
meeting user needs (Maguirc 1991 in this volume}.

There are strong similarities in the way that

GIS and the discipline of geography have been
promoted as ‘integrating mechanisms. Geography.

it is argued. is an integrating discipline because it

unites the study of society with that of the physical
environment. (313. it is claimed. is an integrating

iDoE 1987: 2).

technology because of the way in which it links
together dive rse types of information drawn from a

variety of sources. By integrating information. users
can take at unified view of their data and large

organizations can establish a single, coherent,
corporate information system.

The benefits of information integration

The benefits that follow from the integration of

diverse information within a GIS are widely
recognised:

I A broader range ofoper:-itions can be

performed on integrated information than on
disparate sets of Clara.

I By linl-ting data sets together, spatial consistency

is imposed on them. This adds value to existing
data. making them both a more et't'ee1'ive and it

more marketable contmodily.

I Through the integration of data which were

previously the domain of individual clisciplinatry

specialists. an interdisciplinary perspective in
geographical problem solving is encouraged.

I Users benefit from the perception that they
have access to a seamless information

environment. tincornplicated by the need to
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consider differences in data sources.

information types. storage devices. computer

platforms. etc.

Further advantages accrue if several organizations
pool their individual data into a single integrated
database (Bracken anti Higgs 1990}:

in Data acquisition costs are reduced. because of
the elimination of duplicate data collection and
conversion activities.

I Organizations can draw on a broader base of
information than hitherto. and are thus able to

address issues that were prcvio usly beyond their

individual data resources.

0 Organizations can cooperate with one another
within the context of shared information. and

thereby make more effective management
decisions.

What is ‘Information Integration’?

What is meant by ‘information integration‘, and

how is it achieved‘? The dictionary definition of
integration. ‘the combination of separate parts into

a whole‘. provides a poor starting point for a

discussion of this concept. The GIS literature can be

equally unhelpful. for integration is frequently
ascribed several distinct meanings. including:

0 The bringing together of spatial data from 8

number of sources, including maps. field survey

equipment, photogrammetry, and remote
sensors, within a single system (cg. Aybet

1990).

I The creation of a geometrical description of the
earth's surface within a consistent topological

framework (e.g. Mart: 1986).

I The inter-conversion of raster (i.c. image) and

vector (Le. map) models of the world within a

single software environment (e.g. Jackson and
Mason 1986).

O The provision of a comprehensive set of

geographical information handling functions
within a unified software framework (e.g.

Dangermond 1986).

I The interlinlting of both spatial and attribute
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data within a single. coherent representation or

model (e.g. ESRI 1990s).

I The synthesis ofdiverse spatial information by

means of fundamental geographical operations

such as spatial search and overlay (c.g. Cowcn
1988).

It is also perhaps worth noting that over and above

these multiple meanings of integration, there is
further terminological con fusion in the use of terms

such as ‘integrate‘. ‘link’. ‘relate’. ‘combine’ and
‘match‘. These are sometimes used interchangeably.

but are sometimes given distinct meanings (e.g. in

Rhind etttt’. 1984).

It may be useful, therefore. to provide a
working definition that clarifies these issues, and

which serves as a framework for subsequent
discussion. In this review, inforrrtction intcgrcttion is

seen as the synthesis of geographical information in
a computer system which depends for its

effectiveness on niformatiort lirtknge (i.e. of spatial
and attribute data) within a coherent data model.

This involves bringing together diverse information
from a variety of sources (information intcrchttngc),

requires the effective marcinng of supposedly
similar entities in these sources. and demands

irtforrnrttion c0rIst'.\'tettcy across the source data sets.

THE CLASSIC APPROACH TO

INFORMATION INTEGRATION IN GIS

The integration of spatial and attribute data

In tsommertzial information systems. non~spatial
data are typically integrated by storing them non-

rcdundantly in a single database engine. In

computer mapping systems, spatial data of various

kinds are frequently integrated within a single

graphical database. in either vector or raster
format. Within each of these systems. the

relationship between items of consistently recorded
data can be used to answer a variety ofqucstions.

However, the range of questions that can be asked
must be of a spatial or non-spatial nature.

Within G15, information integration goes one
step further. involving the linkage of non-spatial or

attribute data to spatial information describing real
world features. By performing operations across the
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two sets of information in tandem, a far richer set of

questions may be asked. and afar broader range of

problems can be solved than in those systems that
handle just attribute or spatial data alone. For

example:

1. Users can interrogate geographical features
displayed on a computer map and retrieve

associated attribute information, for display or

further analysis.

[0 Maps can be constructed by querying or

analysing attribute information in a database.

3. New sets of information can be generated by

performing spatial operations (such as polygon
overlay) on the integrated database.

4. Different items of attribute data can be

associated with one another through a shared
locational code.

Two approaches, or models. have been widely
adopted for achieving the linkage between spatial

and attribute information within (313: the composite
map model and the gee-relational model (Aronson

1987; Bracken and Webster 1989; I-lealey 1991 in

this volume). Each of these approaches to data
integration is based on a particular type of spatial

data model: the composite map model is usually
based on a tcssellated representation of space

(typically the grid-cell tessellation), while the geo-
rclational model is usually associated with a vector

representation of space (and particularly the arc!
node topological model). For a fuller discussion of

the relative merits of these and other spatial data

models, see Peuquel (1934), Burrough (1986).
Davis and Simonetl (1991 in this volume) and

Egenhofer and Herring [1991 in this volume).

The key element in both of these models is that
links are established between attribute information

and spatial features. The precise techniques used to

create these links vary from GIS to GIS but, in
general. involve establishing a pointer between each

spatial feature in the database and its associated

attribute information. In the composite map mode].

the links are implicit in the way that specific
attributes are assigned to individual map layers. and

in the process of assigning specific attribute values
to the spatial entities (i.c. cells) on cach layer. in

the geo—rclationa| model. by contrast. the links are
established by arranging for each spatial feature's

Information Integration and GIS 

unique identifier (or ID) to be recorded in a key
licld of the appropriate database tablets] that store
its attribute information.

For each data model. an appropriate set of
operations is available that integrates across (or
synthesizes) the two kinds of data in response to

user queries, in the composite map model. the

principal integration mechanism is a ‘map
modelling‘ capability that relates together two or

more grid cell layers to produce new layers. on
which further modelling operations may be

performed (Berry i985, 1937; Tomlin 1990, I991 in
this volume). In the geo-relational model,

integration is accomplished by undertaking
operations such as spatial search and overlay iESRl
1'il9ilb).

The composite map model

The first method of linking spatial and attribute

information is by means nfa rnulti-layered map
(Berry 1985: Tomlin 1990}. This model is essentially

a cornputeriaecl version of the technique of filter or

sicvc mapping developed for landscape planning
and resource management (Steinitz. Parker and
Jordan L976), but it is also closely associated with

more recent developments in image processing.

in the composite map model, attribute
information is referenced to artificial units of space

(typically square grid cells) that form a regular grid.
These units are usually constant in size, shape and

orientation, and rarely have intrinsic meaning.
Grids of cells are usually ‘sliccd‘ horizontally into a

number of layers or planes, with information about

specific variables or attributes stored on individual

layers (see Fig. 2241).
Within the context of this model. information

integration proceeds by combining attribute. values
for cells that lie above or below one another in a

‘stack’ of superimposed layers. A quantitative

model is generally used to derive secondary values
from the source attribute values. This can be done

in one of two ways: either the model is applied to
each cell independently, or else the model operates

on cell values within El layer that are within a given
range or window. These are sometimes termed

Type 1 and Type 2 operations ll-leuvelinlt,

Burrough and Stein 1990), and are illustrated in Fig.
22.1.

The grid-cell model is a relatively simple
approach to data integration, both conceptually and
operationally. and it has therefore been popular
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Fig. 22.] The composite map model of
information integration in which both spatial and
attribute data are combined in the same layer.

since the earliest days of GIS development. The

model is currently implemented in a large number

of ‘cartographic modelling’ and raster-based image
processing systems.

The Gem relational Model

In the second, and more recently developed.

approach to information integration. attribute
information is associated with point, line, zonal or

other spatial entities that describe features
occurring in the real world. Thus, for example. a

point located feature such as a house may have
associated with it such items of information as its

local tax rate, its current market price. its owner. its

occupants, and so on. Similarly. a linear feature

such as a river might have associated with it such
information as mean discharge, pollution levels.

fishing rights. etc. In like manner, a zonal feature

such as a field might be linked to information

describing its owner. its current land use. its soil
type, and so forth.

In this approach to data integration. spatial
entities are usually linked with their associated

attribute data by means of a common spatial kcy

(commonly a unique identifier or ID assigned to
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Fig. 22.2 The geo-relational model of information
integration in which spatial and attribute data are
stored separately.

each spatial feature). Different sets of attribute
information are stored in different attribute tables.

and the relevant information for a given set of

spatial features is accumulated by relating (or

joining) two or more tables of information (see Fig.
22.2). The collation of information from the
attribute tables may be carried out in several ways:

by exact matching, by hierarchical matching. or by

ftizzy matching (ESRI l99Ub; Flowcrdcw I991 in
this volume).

The gen-relational model has two important
characteristics. The First is that the join works both

ways:tl1us, attribute information can be found by

selecting spatial features. and spatial features can he

found by querying attribute information. Secondly.
all attribute information within the model is

associated with one or more spatial features. even

though it may require a chain ofjoins between
numerous tables in order to establish this

relationship. Attribute information that is not
linked (either directly or indirectly) to a spatial

feature is normally not included in the attribute
tables.

Most contemporary, vector-oriented G18 adopt
the gee-relational model to conceptualize the links

between spatial and attribute data. in addition,

most usually adopt a dual or hybrid data storage
strategy to impietnent the model. with spatial data

held separately from the attribute data, and the
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system maintaining links between the software
modules that handle each information type
[Dueclter 19-E5; Morehouse 1985). Locational data

are typically represented using a topological (or

are—node) spatial data model. and thematic data are
usually stored in the tables of a standard relational

database. Thus. for example. in the case of ARCJ

INFO. the arehetypical example of this approach.
the spatial model is implemented in the ARC
program, and the attribute data model is

implemented in INFO. a fourth generation database.
system. Users of the system are able to address each

software component separately. by means of the
ARC macro language and INFO commands

respectively. However. the tight coupling between

ARC and INFO ensures the integrity of the
relationships between spatial entities and their
attributes.

Similarly. the GDS/AMS system consists of a
graphics database (containing land feature data)

and a textual database (containing assigned data)
which are connected by an interface consisting of a

lookup table. SICAD. too, combines a geographical

database for storing topologically structured spatial

information with a relational database for storing

textual information (Wagner 'l99il). Many other
operational (315 (including Terrasoft, Strings. and

ILWIS) adopt this hybrid approach.
Because of the relative simplicity of this hybrid

approach to implementing the geo~relational model.
many LIS and AMIFM systems have been

developed by end users linking together a CAD
system (to store the spatial data) and a database

program (to hold the attribute data] (Cowcn 1986:
Shepherd 1990a, 1990b, 1990c). In contrast to

commercial GIS that adopt the hybrid data model.

the component items of software in such ‘do-it-

yourself‘ GIS are usually loosely coupled.will1

intermediate files being used to exchange data
about the links between the two types of
information.

Limitations of current integration models

(‘:13 do not (and maybe cannot} always provide an

entirely satisfactory approach to the integration of
geographical information. In particular, the overlay
mechanism at the heart of most GIS software is not

able: of itself to guarantee error-frec integration of

spatial and attribute data. Errors introduced by data
capture and conversion, together with residual

errors not resolved by data consistency analysis, can

combine with errors generated by the overlay

process itself to provide output maps that have a
probabilistically uncertain level of error.

in vector (_ilS, for example, where the accuracy

of points. lines and areas stored in the geographical

database is subject to small margins of error, the
overlay process will propagate these errors when

producing resultant maps (Rhind et at. I984).
Experiments in geographical sensitivity analysis

clearly reveal how perturbations or errors in input
maps can change the appearance of output maps

(Loclwick. Morison and Svohocla I990). The
integration process can itself also generate errors, a

well—known effect being the appearance of spurious
sliver polygons as a result of vector overlay

operations lfiooclchild 1976). Chrisman (.1934. [99]
in this volume} argues that earlier assessments of

the errors associated with the overlay process need
to be revised in the light ofmodern software, but

acknowledges that the lack of appropriately

':lCCI.II'flifi‘. bflfifi SUUFCCS I'ClTlEli|'l5 ii Pl'il'l'|C SOLll'Cti
of integration errors.

Similar problems arise with integration
operations in grid-cell GIS. For example. the

validity ofthe layer combination process may be
compromised if attribute information has been

erroneously allocated to cells by the process of cell
aggregation used in creating a consistent spatial

base (Wall-ter and Hutton 1986‘). Additionally,
where uncertainties associated with coefficients

used in the map combination model are unknown.
then the relative contribution ofthc model to the

total error in the output map will also be unknown

(I-leuvelink at tel. l‘;l':lll). Finally. where spatial units
and/or data attributes are fuzzy rather than tliscrete.

the standard set theoretic approach implicit in the
overlay process may break down entirely (Wang.

Hall and Subaryono 1990; Burro-ugh I989). For 1-1
fuller discussion of these issues, see Chrisman (1991
in this volume) and Tomlin (1991 in this volume}.

Preparing for information integration

Organizations that are new to geographical

information handling frequently matte the mistake
of assuming that the GIS is some kind of magical

data integrator. an automatic ‘inforrnation melting

pot”. in reality. the rewards that may he reaped by
adopting a GIS to perform integrated inforrntttion

analysis (as outlined above) are contingent upon the
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amount of effort expended in creating a consistent
database in the first instance. The adoption of one

or other of the currently fashionable models oi‘

information integration does not automatically

create harmony among previously incompatible

data sets, Information integration is in fact a two-

stcp process: the lll‘Sl step involves the removal of
inconsistencies between disparate data sets, to

ensure their compatibility; the second involves the
use of GIS software to interrclatt: consistent data in

ways that meet the needs of particular applications
(see Flowerdcw 1991 in this volume).

The following sections examine the causes of
inconsistent data. and the various methods available

for. and some of the broad approaches taken in,

creating consistent geographical databases.

The data inconsistency problem

Geographical data sets are difficult to integrate
where there are inconsistencies between them.

These inconsistencies may affect the spatial and
attribute characteristics of data, and necessitate the
use of various corrective measures. Inconsistencies

result from a variety of causes:

l differences in recording or measurement

techniques (e.g. observation times or periods.
data gathering equipment, data categories.
human observersfintervievvers):

0 errors. in me-asuretnettt or survey methods (nag.

malfunctioning data loggers, data recording
errors by human observers);

O variations in the resolution (spatial, temporal or
attribute) of the data gathered:

0 vagueness or imprecision in definitions (spatial
or attribute);

I fuzziness in spatial o‘ojects (e.g. soil
boundaries)‘.

I vari:-ltions in the use of terminology and
nomenclature.

Inconsistencies tend to be greater where:

I the study area involves several administrative or

governmental data units. and/or where several
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organizations are responsible for gathering
information;

o the information is drawn from multiple sources,
at several scales;

o the information consists of several types (map.

image, text, numeric, sound. ete.);

I the information is available at several points in
time:

o the information is stored on diverse media. and

(JD 1I‘l0I'¢ than 01113 CC|iT|['JUtE3T 5Y5ti-'3T|'l-

Problems of inconsistent data are frequently

greater in developing countries than in the

developed nations of the world (Casley and Lury
1981; Robinson er at. 1989). l-lowever. considerable

problems arise even in developed countries when

attempts are made to integrate information across
national boundaries. An exantple is provided by the

CORINE project, which sought to demonstrate the

viability and utility of an integrated (vector) GIS for

soil and land use planning in the European

Community (Mounsey 1991 in this volume). This

project revealed that problems of data inconsistency

are frequently far more significant titan those of

data availability. accuracy, geographical coverage.

large data volumes, or lack of adequate data
structuring. Moreover, despite the use of a variety

of techniques for overcoming problems of spatial

inconsistency. it was nevertheless c.oncluded that
where ‘:1 GIS involves a large surface area (in this

case. 2.26 million km“). and at number ofpoiiticai
entities (in this case 12 nation states‘), ‘the problem
of data inconsistency is not easy to tackle and

cannot wholly be resolved‘ (Briggs and Mounsey
test); is).

Techniques for removing inconsistencies in
data

The creation of a Consistent geographical database

requires effort‘ at at number of distinct levels: the

resolution of differences in the meaning and

significance ascribed to data by cooperating
organizations; tilt‘: integration of incompatible
database schemata (Frank I986; Nyerges l989b)',
and the conversion of information between

contrasting data models, data structures. and data
media. Ideally, the removal of inconsistencies
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should proceed in a top—down manner, dealing lirst
with differences in the meanings ofclata, before

addressing issues of data representation and
structure (Nyergcs 1989b).

The specific techniques that may be used to
create consistent data can be classified on the basis

of the information being handled [see Table 22.1}.
Fuller accounts of these techniques are provided
elsewhere (e.g. Rlilnd and Tannenbaurn I933;

Rhind et ul. 1984; Flowerdew 1991 in this volume].

Table 2.2.1 Methods for creating consistent
databases [sec Flowerdew 1991 in this volume for
further details). 

Spatial data

Map projection standardization. rectification of
local geometrical distortions, coordinate

registration, coordinate density equalization,
feature generalization. edge matching. scale
conversion, image-to-image registration, co-
registration of maps and images. conversion
between vector and raster data models, creation of
multirimage mosaics, allocation of one set of zones
to another, etc.

Attribute data

Aggregation of data classes, reclassification of raw
data, reduction in numerical precision of data,
reduction of levels of measurement to a common

level, address matching, nominal record linkage,
schema integration analysis. conversion from
network or hierarchical database to relational

database, greyscale normalization, etc. 

In some cases, the task of ensuring consistency
in spatial data can be undertaken separately from

that of ensuring consistency in attribute data.
Considerable benefits accrue, however, if these

efforts proceed in tandem (an example is address}

location matching). in particular, there are many
occasions when the removal of inconsistencies in

spatial data sets should follow their removal in
attribute data. This is because a consistent attribute

data set can often provide valuable guidance to the
process of removing inconsistencies in spatial data

(Nyerges 1989b). Similarly, the creation of a

topologically consistent map base is a valuable

precursor to ensuring geometrical consistency in a
spatial database.

Sometimes, as is the case with man confiation
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(Saalfeld 1933). incompatibilities art‘: best resolved

by handling items of source information one pair at
a time. In other operations, such as database

schema integration [Nyergcs 1989b). several

sources of information are considered together.

A number of broad strategies may be adopted
in creating consistency among disparate data sets.
One approach is to permit inconsistent data to

coexist. with citplicit information being provided on
the nature of the inconsistencies (Briggs and
Mounscy 1989). Another approach is to convert all

source data sets into a single target version, as in the

integration of multiple database schemata [Nyerges
1989b). A third approach is to convert data stored
in one data model to another data model, as is the

case in preparing data for vector—only or raster-only
(318 (sec Peuquet l93'la, 1981b; Piwowar, Lcflrew

and Dudycha 1990). In many applications, data

consistency is often achieved by reducing clivcrse
spatial or attribute data to some lowest common

denominator representation. For example, all
attribute data may be reduced to nominal scale

measurements, or all spatial data may be reduced to

a relatively coarse grid-ccll representation.

These approaches are also t'ound in many

mainstream commercial systems. Some integrated

office packages, for example, store different types
of data in separate files, and/or maintain different
data models for each of the individual functions

provided. Information is exchanged between the

various components by automatic or manual ‘file

swapping. By contrast. some data handling
packages use a single data model (e.g. the

spreadsheet}, and provide the necessary internal

functions to store and structure the various types of
user information within this single model.

The ‘single model‘ approach is perhaps taken
to its extreme in Document Image Processing (DIP)

systems, in which various source materials (eg.

text, drawings, maps, photographs) are reduced to a

single form: the Digital image Document (DID).

This is a standard scanned image. and large
collections of such images may be indexed, stored.

managed, accessed and displayed using tools
available in a DIP system. As in raster (315, the

availability of optical storage devices (such as CD-

ROMS and WORMS) with huge storage capacities
has greatly accelerated the adoption of this
approach.

Typically, a variety of techniques is applied in a
given application to ensure consistent data. In the
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CORINE project, for example. several techniques

were adopted to remove or reduce spatial

incompatibilities between source data incorporated

into a geo-relational G13 (Briggs and Mounsey

W89]. These included: conversion of data to a

single reference map projection‘. removal of local
geometrical distortions by rubber sheeting;

adoption of two standard scales (1 : 1 million and
1 :3 million) at which to store data; and

generalization of larger scale data down to tltcsc
standard scales.

The creation of a consistent database is still

essentially a manual operation. It is frequently
labour intensive. and usually requires the

participation of those who are knowledgeable both
in the cltaractcristics of the source data and also in

the application area for which the data are being
assembled. More recently, however, many of the
tasks undertaken to create consistent database-s

have been supported by software tools. These are
available either as modules in a general-purpose

G13, or as special-purpose utility programs.

Examples of the latter include software for rubber

slieeting (Bedcll 1988). zipping {Beard and
Chrismart 1986). map cortflation (Saalfeld 1988).
and vector-to-raster conversion (Stencltcr and

Bonham-Carter 1988].

Unfortunately, not all data inconsistencies are

resolvable simply by using the battery of tools

available. For example. the use of an interactive

graphics editor to displace polygon boundary
coordinates (what Dangermond (1988) calls

‘graphic fudging’) may be constrained or prevented
by legal definitions of one of the boundaries in

question. Similarly. the use of distance-based or
point-in-polygon techniques to allocate one set of
zones to another may lead to unacceptably high

error rates. In other cases. it may not be possible or

acceptable to reduce the variability in source
information by creating or adopting a single, ‘clean’

data set. In some applications, it may be desirable
to let mutually inconsistent versions of data to

coexist in a controlled fashion within a GIS (Newell.

Theriault and Easterfield 1990]. Finally, many

inconsistencies may be ‘hidden' in apparently

consistent data, and these may have to be flagged

rather than corrected (Briggs and Mounscy i989).

The operations needed to create a consistent
geographical database can be implemented at

various stages in the data conversion process

(Dangcrmond 1988):
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I Before data conversion: use of standard base

maps (e,g_ Integrated Terrain Units) to record
field information, etc.

0 During data conversion: tctnplating, on-line
transformation, automatic text annotation,

automatic snapping, on-the-fly topological
construction, etc.

I After data conversion: manual interactive

editing. rubber sheeting, coniiation. line

snapping. schema integration analysis, attribute
consistertcy checking, etc.

The amount of effort needed to ensure data

consistency tends to increase at each stage of the
conversion process. ‘The dictum ‘prevention is

better than cure‘ applies just as much to the creation
of a consistent database as it does in matters of

personal health and safety. It is far cheaper to

‘design out‘ possible inconsistency at an early stage

in the development of a geographical database.
Unfortunately. many geograpltical databases are

created by merging existing digital data sets, and

incompatibilities have, therefore, to be removed
after data conversion has taken place.

integrating contrasting spatial data models

One of the long-standing problems of operational
G15 has been the separation of information derived

from maps and information derived from images.

The former has typically been the preserve of
vector-oriented GIS, the latter has been the

preserve of image processing systems.
Recently. however, major efforts have been

made to integrate remote sensing data with
cartographic data (e.g. Zobrist I983; Jecksoii 1987:

Logan and Bryant 1988; Goodenough 1988; Annoni
er al. 1990). Designers of remote sensing systems

have attempted to bridge the gap either by adding

mapping capabilities to existing image processing
functions (c.g. the drawing of vector ground
reference features such as coastlines, rivers, and

national boundaries), or by providing users with on-

line access to (318 information (e.g. to assist with

the process of image classification). Some raster

GIS provide vector tracing or annotation functions
for raster images (e.g. ERDAS and SPANS).

For their part, developers of vector (315 have
tried to add a variety of rasterfimage processing
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Fig. 22.3 The integration of vector and raster data in a GIS.

capabilities: displaying raster backgrotinds bi.-neath

vector maps, veciorizing scanned images, and
linking images to vector coordinate systems

(Pevsncr 1989; /-tnnoni er of. 1990). A prime
exan1ple of this trend is ARCJINFO. which enables

vector information to be overlaid on raster images

by means of its Image Integrator module. An
increasing number of systems provide utilities to
convert spatial data front the alternative model into
its own native model. or to convert between the
vector and raster data models.

Figure 22.3 illustrates the internal structu re of a

fully integrated GIS which attempts to combine

both vector and raster information. (This figure is
derived from a system diagram of the SIC!-\D—
HYGRIS system. and from Lascr—Scan‘s idealized

View of an integrated GIS architecture.) Several
systems are now available that claim to be able to

combine vector data and functionality with raster

data and functionality. and these are sometimes
labelled ‘Integrated GlS' (or [GIS) to distinguish

them from those that are limited to a single spatial
data model (Jackson and Mason 1986; Gorte. Liem
and Wind 1.988;).

Resolving inconsistent data formats and media

Beyond inconsistencies in the content of

geographical data lie incompatibilities in the format
or medium used to record the data. Format and

media incompatibilities can arise wherever data are

gathered by different methods or equipment. where
data are stored on two or more computer systems.

or where data are handled by two or more computer

programs. Such incompatibilities require a further
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set of operations to enable successful data

integration within a GIS (Aybet 1"-J90).

The most common solution to this problem lies
in the use of data translators to inter-convert a wide

variety of cartographic. image and attribute data
(numeric as well as text). Most translators are

special purpose. working only with specific data
formats. but general purpose data translation tools.

driven by relational database technology, are also
available (Waugh and Henley 1936; Pascoe and

Penny 1990; Guptill 1991 in this volume). Once
again, these translators are available either as stand-

alone utility programs. or as modules within

general—purposc GIS. By way of example. the data

conversions available within the ARCIINFO system

are illustrated in Fig. 22.4. in mainstream computer

applications. utility programs are widely available

for converting bctwccn text. database, spreadsheet
and graphics data formats.

r___J_,,_._ CADD _________‘_‘
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Fig. 22.4 Data conversion facilities in ARCJINFO.

Reprinted courtesy of Environmental Systems
Research Institute. Inc. Copyright © 199.l
Environmental Systems Research Institute. inc.
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Two approaches are generally taken to the

interconversion of incompatible data formats and
media: one-to-one conversion using direct

translators (necessitating rtzrwt translators for rt
different formats); and translation to and from at

universal intermediate format (requiring 2,.
translators for :1 different formats). Clearly. any

strategy that reduces the number of data formats in
general use simplifies this conversion problem. In

the wider world of data processing, a number of dc
faete standards has emerged that simplify the

exchange of attribute and spatial data (Table 32.2).

The emergence of national and intc rnation al

standards for cartographic data (e.g. Haywood
1986; Zancyclti and Jiwani 1986: DCDSTF 1988) is

an equally welcome step in reducing the problems
associated with data exchange.

For the future. data exchange mechanisms
other than the commonly used external file are

likely to assume greater importance. One such
mechanism is the ‘live link‘, which enables items of

information in separate application programs to be

inter-connected. (in the personal computer
environment, this facility is currently available in

the form of the Dynamic Data Exchange (DDEJ

protocol. and the inter-Application
Communications {lAC) mechanism.)

By linking information directly together, seine

of the problems. of data loss associated with
conventional transfer may be avoided. in addition,

the ‘live link‘ approach makes possible several

forms of data interchange: data snapshots may be

passed automatically from one program to another;

changes in the data. held in one program (e.g. a

spreadsheet) may be reflected in automatic changes
to information held in another program (e.g. a

desktop mapping program): real—time data (e. g.
from data loggers) may be accessed automatically

by data analysis and display software; and data
queries may be made across multiple linked

documents (Vosc 1990). In addition, live data links

may be established among programs running on a

single multitasking computer, or on several

different computers connected across a network.

Linking existing databases

A major problem in establishing an integrated

spatial database is. that many organizations already
have a massive installed base of computer-readable.
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Table 12.2 Standard formats for data exchange.

Structured data

Database formats: dl3ASE (DBF}.

Spreadsheet formats: DIF, WK] and WKS, SYLK.

ASCII (the lowest common denominator; this
contains the data and, perhaps. data definition
information, but none of the internal data
structuring information specific to a particular data
handling program) — common formats are CTDF and
SDF.

Text

Word processing formats: Word Perfect, Word,
Wordstarj DCAJRFT.

ASCII (the lowest common denominator; this
contains the text but none of the display and
formatting characters found in standard word
processing files).

Line Drawings

Line art and business graphics program formats:
HPGL, CGM, Lotus PIC‘, Windows Metafile,
General Parametric Videoshow, Postscript.

CAD program formats: DXF, IG ES. SIF, Set.
StepfPDES.

Maps

DIGEST. VFT. NTF, DLG, etc.

Painted pictures

Painting program formats: PCX. GEM, IMG.
TGA.

Raster images

Scanned image format: TIFF, GIF.

FAX format: C‘C‘.iT'f' Group 3 and -4.

Presentation

NAPLPS, EPS.

Documents

ODA, CDA. DCA, DDIF, SGML. Edifact.

geo-referenced data. In many cases, this

information is handled by applic-ation—specific
software; in others, it is handled by a standard

database management system. increasingly, the

component data sets of 21 potential geographical
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database are distributed over several computers,

often with incompatible operating systems.

Frequently, attribute data are stored in one place
and spatial data in another.

The ability to integrate data sets across several
items of software and several computer systems is,
therefore. a key factor in the success or failure of

GIS technology within modern organizations,

McLaren ([990) secs four approaches to the
integration of existing information in such

circunlstances, each providing a different level of
effectiveness:

1. Data absorptiori: information is copied from

existing data handling software. either on :1
temporary or a permanent basis, into a GIS for

analysis.

2. Querying ofexrerimldora .'i£-'l‘Sf features in a GIS
are linked to sets of information held in

external databases. The links are usually ad
hoc. and the items ofsoftware are only loosely

coupled.

-Li-‘I DBMS irzlcrf¢i't'irtg: spatial objccls modelled in a

(313 are linked through a generic interface to
attribute data held in an external DBMS.

4. Full iniegrririun: information on spatial objects

is managed by a single, heterogeneous,
distributed DBMS (or IJDBMS).

The firs! three approaches are now commonplace.

frequently being adopted where it is economically
or operationally infeasible to transfer existing

information to an entirely new system.

Several authors (c.g. Webster 1983; McLaren
.l99lJ) argue that the full potential of GIS will only

be realized if a corporate approach is taken to
information management. and particularly one that

addresses the issue of distributed data. They also
argue that con vcntional approaches to data
integration which do not use mainstream DBMS

technology to handle both spatial and attribute data

are unlikely to allow the creation of integrated
corporate databases. In this scenario, it is the

coherent management of geographically distributed
data. by means of a DD.BMS_. and not just the
lnlerlinl-cage of data items in diverse software
systems, that is crucial to the success of an

integrated geographical information system. Thus

‘far. there liave been only a few implementations of

this approach (e.g. Green 1990'. Nicholson 1990}.

Organizational factors in data integration

The significance of organizational factors in the

creation of fully integrated geographical databases

cannot be overemphasizcd. For example, because
different organizations collect data for different

purposes. they may ascribe contrasting nteanings to

their data. These purposes. therefore. need to be

taken into account when decoding the meanings of
specific data items. This conclusion emerges clearly

from work undertaken to create multipurpose land
information systems in North America (Liley 1985;

Nyerges 19393).

Organi:-zational factors are also critically

important when establishing operational data
exchange arrangements. This is illustrated by the

development of a prototype GIS for inter-

organizalional decision making in mid-Wales

(Bracken and lligg.-5 l9'illl). A major conclusion
derived from this exercise was that the benefits of an

integrated database will only accrue if there is

consensus among the participants (individuals.

departments or organizations) involved in creating
it. and that this consensus will only emerge if the
data users see a clear value in the integrated

database. An important contributory factor in
achieving success is that the database users should

have a tradition of information sharing,

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO

INFORMATION INTEGRATION

Limitations of current approaches to

Information integration in GIS

Several assumptions. both explicit and implicit. are

made by current GIS vendors in their approach to
information integration. For example. the range of

information types currently integrated in most (315
is largely dictated by the dart: rnodels they

implement. In particular, the information they

accept is limited to that which easily fits the

database model of attribute space (i.e. numcric data
and structured alphanumeric strings). and that

which fits the map or image model of geographical
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space (i.c. vector or raster representations of

space). Similar restrictions are imposed on the

ability to integrate data available on different
media.

Similarly. the way that information is

integrated, and therefore the uses to which it can be
put, are imposed by the integrntiorz model adopted

by a particular GIS. This has two major

implications, one concerning the use of precise

locational referencing. the other concerning the
cognitive model adopted for the integration process.

The traditional mechanism for integrating data

within most (318 is the overlay process. This implies
the use of some form of locational reference or

gcocodc to link attribute data to their respective

spatial features. The assignment ofa unique spatial
key to all data entities enables the software to store,

retrieve, analyse and display diverse data in a
precisely coordinated fashion. and ensures that all

information for a given location can be brought

together as required.
However, one of the dangers of using an

unambiguous and precise location code as the

principal data key or linkage mechanism is that
information which cannot be explicitly or precisely

tied into a particular locational referencing scheme
runs the risk of being ignored. or relegated to an

ancillary role. This has occurred with several types
of information in the past. including: non-vertical

aerial imagery (ground-based and low oblique aerial

photographs); free text which describes broad

geographical areas; environmental sounds; moving
images; etc. However. it is just such information.

with its richness. ambiguity. fuzziness and subtlety
that many users want to be able to access in their

information systems. Although steps have been
taken during the past few years to accommodate

such information within (315 (Dangerrnond I988),

this has typically been accomplished within the
framework of an existing model of data integration.-

Current thinking and research in GIS tends to
ignore the information richness of the real world. In

a recent volume on the design of databases for
global science (Mounsey 1988). for example. it was
assumed by most contributors that the structure of

world-wide databases would depend primarily on

just two major types/sources ofinformation: the
cartographic and the remotely sensed. Elsewhere,

too, the discussion of geographical data in GIS is
dominated by consideration of those models

(notably the vector and the raster) which are best
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able to accommodate tltese two types of
information.

A number of GIS workers do recognize that

‘research is needed on techniques for integrating
heterogeneous data‘ (Ahler 1987: 308). However.

the alternatives that are proposed are often
conditioned by the prevailing view of geographical

information (i.e. consisting of highly structured

data). and by existing models of data integration

i'i.c. those based on precise locational referencing of

spatial objects). These views are also heavily

conditioned by an analytic form of thinking among

geoscientists, and lead to the continued
development of GIS which concentrate on the

computer processing of precisely coordinated
spatial data sets. However, in its overemphasis of
the role of the (315 as a machine for tlata handling

and analysis. this approach de—emphasi2es the role
of the end-user as an information integrator,

interpreter and analyst.

It is clear from the use made of multiple

window displays on modern workstations, for

example, that users can benefit front being able to
perform their own visual integrations of diverse

lT'tfOI‘l't'tEllLi0l"t displayed on screen. Users also

frequently integrate multiple sources of int'ormation

in a relatively loose way outside a (315. The use of

desktop publishing software to produce
environmental reports by merging information of

many kinds is an example. In certain applications,
therefore. user-centred methods of information

integration complement the machine’s algorithmic
approach.

For these reasons, three alternative approaches
to the integration of multiple types of information

that have emerged front other fields in recent years
will be considered further here. Each represents an

alternative. even competitive. model of data

integration to that provided by current GIS
technology. They merit attention. because they

suggest directions in which GIS might move in order
to integrate information about the real world more

effectively.

Multimedia databases

Recent developments in computer technology have
led to a rapid expansion in the number of

information types that can be routinely handled by
computers. Most notable have been developments
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in optical storage technology, hardware for

combining images from digital and video sources,

digital sound sampling, and hi-fi sound output. Of

greater importance in the present context, is the

convergence of previously separate information
handling technologies (e. g. video and audio, digital

and analogue, and television and computing) (Press

1990), and the development of desktop ‘multi

media’ computer systems that permit users to access

many types of information (e.g. text, graphics,

animation, sound and motion video) from a number

of complementary sources (e.g. videodisk, CD-

ROM, scanner, video camera, audio tape, digital

sound sampler and data logger). Figure 22.5

illustrates a typical PC-based multimedia system.
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Fig. 22.5 The components of a desktop
multimedia workstation.

This section considers how non-conventional

information has been embraced by conventional

database technology, and what implications this
might have for GIS. Some DBMS have addressed

the problem of non-standard data items by

introducing the ‘long record’ or the ‘binary large

object’ (BLOB). BLOBs consist of large volume

data items (e.g. documents, software, faxes, graphs,

images and voice information) that do not fit neatly
into the standard database management system
framework. One system that has embraced this

approach is Informix, a standard RDBMS whose

derivative product, Informix-OnLine, can handle
not only the usual structured information, but also

large-volume items with little or no standard

structure (Shetler 1990). In this system, the two

kinds of BLOB (text and byte) are stored separately

from the regular data, perhaps on separate storage
devices, but they are handled entirely by the
standard database mechanisms. BLOBs can be

selected, updated and inserted using standard SQL

commands, and displayed to the database user on

request. (How information is presented to the user
depends on the output devices and device drivers

available.) However, searching for BLOBs, or
relating BLOBs to one another, on the basis of their

content, would require extensions to standard SQL.
A number of multimedia database systems are

also available in the PC environment. These usually

involve relatively simple extensions to a standard

database or information retrieval program so that
database records can be linked to scanned or drawn

images.

The multimedia database appears to be the

current development route for several GIS. ESRI,

for example, has identified eight related

geographical data technologies which need to be

interlinked in a GIS framework (ESRI 1989) (Fig.

22.6). Two of these, the vector GIS and the DBMS,
are at the core of ARC/INFO operations, and are

commonly found in many other GIS. The other

technologies may be connected to the system by one

or more of the following generic integration

techniques:

1. Image overlay: Superposition of vector data on

a raster image (e.g. network lines drawn on a

scanned base map), and/or superposition of a

raster image on a vector display (e.g. a satellite

image draped over a DTM). In either case, no

logical connection is made between the two
data sets.

2. Data conversion: Conversion between vector

and raster data representations, including data

exchange between mapping and CAD systems

with differing data formats.

3. DBMS interfacing: Linking cartographic

feature data with attribute data managed by an
external DBMS.

4. Feature and attribute association: Creation of an

index link between a GIS feature and a

displayable item (e.g. a raster document, a

video image, an environmental sound, an

animation sequence, an engineering drawing).
These items may be stored on a separate

storage medium (e.g. optical disk).

Each of these techniques is now increasingly
used in commercial GIS. The last mentioned has
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Fig. 22.6 Linkages between different inicrmaticn types in ARCIINFO. Reprinted courtesy of
Environmental Systems Research Institute. Inc. Copyright © 1991 Environmental Systems Research
Institute. Inc.

become particularly popular with the advent of

optical rnass—stor-age devices. For example. in a
system that is used by Paris police to monitor events

in the city as they happen. the operator can zoom

clown to street level on a vector map. and bring up a

video image of key buildings from an optical disk
system (Anon .1990).

However, several issues remain to be resolved
before multimedia databases achieve their full

potential in a GIS context. Among these are: how

to handle spatial as well as linear multimedia

objects (e_g_ images and sound); how to handle the
transfer of multimedia objects from the database.

when some may require ‘persistent’ presentation
and others ‘non-persistent‘ presentation; how to

control the capture andlor presentation of
multimedia data once the data transfer has begun;

and how to ensure efficient storage and transfer of
multimedia information [Woelk and Kim 1937).

Some idea of the complexities involved in

integrating non-conventional information in a GIS
can be provided by briefly considering visual

images. In G13 that associate images with database

records. the link is usually made by assigning a held

in the appropriate attribute data table in which to
store a pointer (such as a file name) to an image

stored elsewhere. The problem lies in deciding
which spatial featurclsj in the database are to be

associated with which image(s).
The simplest approach is to link an image to a

point-located feature. Thus. for example. in a road

network G13. the user might point to a road

intersection marker and bring up on screen a

photograph of that intersection; or in a property
database. clicking on a property symbol might bring

up :1 photograph of a house. However. a single
image may be linked to several types of feature

(point, line or zone). in which case the spatial extent
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of the photograph will not match the geometry of
one or more of these features.

This type of linkage provides only a weak form

of integration of the spatial extent and content of an
image with that of the other (conventional)
information in the database. In order to associate

the image with other spatial data in the database

fully. some attempt needs to be made to rectify its

geometry. perhaps using appropriate

photogrammetric techniques. However, the space
covered by a single image may be geo—referenccd in

several different ways. each appropriate for specific

applications. It may. therefore. be necessary to
store additional geometrical parameters in the
database to suit these (Table 22.3).

Table 22.3 Geometrical parameters which can he
added to databases to assist rcctification.

Geometrical parameter Application

Centre point Retrieval

Viewers eycpoint Retrieval

Camera location. etc. Photnmontagc

View direction Environmental impact analysis.
E'l.C.

View envelope Environmental impact analysis.
etc.

If a particular geographical database is to serve

multiple applications, then individual images will
have to be described in each of these different ways.

Moreover. different types of image (vertical.

oblique. ground level. etc.). may require particular
types. of spatial referencing. and image sets and

moving images will require yet more complex
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approaches to ensure effective linkage between the

images and the database (see. for example, Baker
1990).

Another aspect of the image integration
problem concerns the most appropriate means of

representing the non—spatial content of images. One

approach that holds promise for the future is the

automatic scene interpretation techniques
developed for industrial robots and autonomous

vehicles. For the moment, however, manual

methods of extracting and encoding the thematic

content of images are more commonly used, if they
are used at all.

The Community Disk of the BBC Domesday

interactive video system provides an example of the
way in which both systematic spatial referencing

and a looser form of geographical association can
coexist (Openshaw and Mounscy 1987; Rhind and

Oponshaw 1987; Maguire 1939). Users are able to

search for a location by ‘map walking‘ (Le, zooming

and panning visually across a seamless map of the
United Kingdom), or by entering a place name

which is checked against a gazetteer of some 2501300
place names. When an appropriate map is found,

the user may then display photographs and pages of
text associated with some part of the area covered

by that map. Alternatively. users can search for
textual material by entering appropriate keywords,

and the associated photographs and map are
retrieved and displayed by the system. Photographs

may also be searched in this way. and the associated

text and maps recovered for inspection (see Fig.
22.7).

The system is able to perform this linkage by

means. of a thesaurus of terms describing the

contents of the text and photographs stored on the
disk. By means of this mechanism, users can move

rapidly from one type of information to the other.
This three-way cross-indexing of contrasting

information is extremely powerful, and suggests a
model for multimedia indexing of geographically

loeatable information. However. tltc Domesday
model needs to be generalized, to provide n—way

cross-indexing between a larger number of

information types. to permit an arbitrary number of
photographs to be linked to a map and text. and
also to ensure that information about the links is not

'hard—wired‘ into the system.
One example of the direction this research is

taking is the attempt by Ruggles (1990) to construct
a generic solution to the problem of describing the
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Fig. 22.7 Tltree-way information linkages in the
BBC Domesday system.

links between images. so that standard query
methods can be used to access them, and move from

one to another. The problem is a complex one.

because of the need to accommodate images with
different geometries (vertical, oblique, ground

level}, individual images as well as sets of images,

whole images as well as parts of images, single
images as well as hierarchical collections of images,

and tiled images as well as overlapping images.
Nevertheless, systems such as Domesday

demonstrate that highly effective multimedia GIS

can be developed even where the locational links

connecting items of information may not be precise,
and where the geographical content of much of the

information may be relatively low.
The Domesday approach to information

integration also needs to be extended in other

directions if it is to be more widely used as a basis

for multitnedia GIS. For example. the methods
adopted for indexiitg the content of text and

photographs need to be considerably more

sophisticated, perhaps making use of artificial
intelligence techniques that are being incorporated

into commercial information retrieval systems. The
indexing and linking of other types of real world

information present additional problems. For this

reason. the design of multimedia GIS will remain a
fertile area for further research in the ]'§‘9lls.
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Interactive hypermedia systems

Another response to the emergence of multimedia
tecltnology that appeared during the 1980515
interactive multimedia (IMM). [MM is based on a

combination of a personal cotnputer and a mass

digital storage device (commonly an optical disk
such as a CD—ROM or WORM drive). The system

captures. stores and displays arty type of

information that can be represented in digital form:

sound. images. text. video. speech, maps. film. etc.

(;A1nbron and Hooper 1983). As with earlier

interactive video systems from which they derive

many of their characteristics (Bayard-White l9S5;
Dulce 1983; Parsloe 1983; Laurillard 1989), a major

feature of IMM systems is that they handle large
volumes of data. A critical factor in their success

has, therefore. been the availability ofan

appropriate software environment which enables

non—cxpert users to browse interactively through
these data.

The currently preferred browsing model for
multimedia information in such systems is

represented by hypertext software (Conltlin 1987:
Me!-kleese 1989: Nielsen 199%; Hall and

Papadopoulos I990). initially suggested by Bush in
the 1940:: (Bush 1945), and developed by Ted

Nelson in his Xanadu project in the 1970:; (Nelson
1981, 1987). hypertext was popularized by the

HyperCard software distributed free with Apple
Macintosh computers from the mid 1980s.

Hypertext software enables users to follow chains of
linked items of information. by pointing on screen

to such graphical devices as ‘buttons’ and ‘hot
spots‘. What hypertext does with items oftext.

hypermedia does with multimedia information:
graphics. animation, sound. video. etc.

The key notion underlying hypertext and
hypermedia is that all information and knowledge is
inter-connected. and that users should therefore be

able to wander freely through a universe of stored

information in order to create ‘islands of meaning‘

by making the appropriate associations. The user.
rather titan the computer. ‘integr£ttcs' the various
units of information in a hypertext or hypermedia

system. by mentally linking together information

retrieved on a particular theme. In many

hypermedia systems. the user need not follow the

links provided by the system designer; tools are
provided for the user to modify existing links and to

forge entirely new links between 'chunlts' of
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information. in this way, the user can create

personal pathways or networks in the stored
database, This is sornetirnes referred to as the

‘reader as author‘ approach to information

browsing.

Thet'e are several major differences in the way
information is handled in conventional GIS and

hypermedia systems:

0 Any type of information may be handled in

hypermedia systems, drawn from a variety of
media.

on Hypermedia treats any suitable ‘chunk‘ of
information as a basic data unit. whether it be a

single word, an image. ‘:1 multi—layered table of

numeric data, a sequence of sounds, or a motion
video extract. This contrasts strongly with the

database model commonly used in conventional

GIS, which demands highly stI'ucturcd attribute

data. arranged in standard tables. and typically
uses pointers to refer to non-standard
information.

0 The content of individual items ofinformtttion

(i.e. the nodes) is ttsttally fixed in hypermedia

systems, This is in contrast to (‘:18 which can
reconstitute information on the basis of (say)

data aggregation or spatial overlay.

I in hypermedia systems, there is no explicit
model of what the stored information means. In

a database schema. some attempt is made to

encode the meaning of data stored in the
(.ltIlEtl)d.Sl2.

II in a conventional (315. the various sets of

attribute data are systematically tied to a spatial

data model using a corrttnon gco—relercncing

system. In a hypermedia system. such precise
spatial referencing is less commonly found.

Although IMM systems have been developed

which permit point-located features ( such as

banks, shops or properties) to be displayed on a

map. a more relaxed form of spatial referencing
is more typically adopted. Thus, for example. a
photograph may be related to a map becattse

they both show a particular street; a recording
of a bird's call may he linked to a map of it large

expanse of salt marsh which forms that birds
habitat; or a computer simulation of the
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hydrological cycle may be linked to a map of an

entire drainage bttsitt.

a Hypermedia systems permit data units to be

linked together in any way felt appropriate by
the system designer andfor the system user. For

example, the links between units of information
in multimedia systems are often arbitrary,

subjective and/or tenuous, and mostly serve it

non-analytical purpose. (This idea goes far

beyond the notion of multiple schemata in
database technology.)

«I in a hypermedia system. the user plays a major

role in making sense of stored information, by

switching rapidly from one unit of information
to another, following any number of associative

links to piece together a collage of information

that serves a particular purpose, and by re-
configuring linlts between data units as needs
dictate (see Fig. 22.3). Essentially, therefore,

hypermedia provides a browsing model for GIS

(Mar-chionini and Schneiderman 1938). This
contrasts with conventional GIS in which the

software provides a toolbox of ready-made
analytical techniques. most of which are

designed to store, retrieve, link and compare
spatially coordinated data in a systematic way.

Typical geographical applications for
hypermedia technology include education and

training, technical documentation, information

browsing, and product catalogues (e.g. a ‘browser’
catalogue of GIS software or data sets). A training

example is the GIST system {Rapcr and Green

1939), which was designed as an interactive
demonstrator for basic GIS concepts. An

eclttcational example is provided by Ecodislt

(McCormick and Bratt 1988), an optical disk which

Inventory
cl’ contents 

Vldau 'waIk' Drawingaround house of robin

Fig. 12.8 Browsing through a multimedia G13.
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contains a wealth of information on a nature reserve

in southern England. Finally, the use of hypermedia
technology to provide flexible user navigation
facilities for zt distributed environmental database is

provided by the Whole Earth Decision Support

System (WEDSS) prototype (Davis and Deter
1990).

The challenge ahead is to combine the
hypermedia approach to handling multi-source

information with mainstream (515. The rudimentary
hypermedia ideas crnlteclded in the Domesday

system have already been described. Another
approach, which aims to combine hypermedia

techniques with the more traditional map-based

approach of the GIS, is the ‘geomatic hypcrmap‘
[Laurini and Milleret—Raffort 1989) in which a map
is used as a graphical point-of-entry or front—end to

information organized as ltyperclocuntcnts. A

similar approach is taken by Wallin (1990). who
suggests that the map might take the role of the

‘home hypcrtlocument‘ in a hypermedia (315.

Virtual reality systems

During the First two decades or so of GIS

development, the user has been presented with

(confronted by?) a highly unnatural representation
of the real world involving a number of stylizations

or abstractions. There is ‘.1 strong emphasis on the
two-dimensional, on a vertical or bird's eye view.

highly symbolized feature representation, well
structured data, and static time. slices. Moreover,

tight rules are usually imposed on how the user can
interact with the computer model. and on the

methods that are available to browse, navigate,

query and manipulate the stored information.

Modern techniques of information gathcrittg,
particularly in the field of remote sensing, have

greatly expanded the range of human sensory

perception. it is ironic, therefore, that this sensory
amplification has been accompanied by a
corresponding sensory deprivation within GIS. in

the GIS model, the direct hurnan experience of the

world, involving all of the senses, is replaced by an

experience that involves the use of only a limited

range of the senses — frequently, only the sense of
sight.

Moreover, the informational richness of the
real world is shoe-horned into a small number of

information types within GIS, most notably
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numeric. textual and visual. Thus. for example.
sounds are not heard, but are measured as point-

located decibel readings and displayed as contours:
colours are conventionalized or falsified: gradual

change in the environment is replaced by widely
spaced time slices; livin.g conditions in an inner-city
slum are summarized in numerical indexes of

multiple deprivation; and the surrogate map walker

expends no physical effort. and feels no physical
strain, when following a footpath up hill and down

dale on a computer screen. This is clearly not the
fault of GIS alone. but it is perhaps a reflection of

the way in which GIS have tended to reflect the

approaches to information and information

handling adopted in contemporary science.
Because of the limited sensory bandwidth of

current (313 representations of tile world. only a
limited number of user responses are invoked. with

a bias towards the cognitive rather than the affective

and. more particularly, a bias towards visual

information processing of a relatively abstract kind.
This raises two questions: lirst. whether it is possible

to provide users with a fuller sensory experience of
the world. from their own desktop; and secondly,

whether it is appropriate and useful to do so.
On the technical front, several developments

have occurred during the 19805. in a range of
different fields. which suggest that it will soon be

technically feasible to provide users with a multi-
sensory representation of the world. involving a far

wider range of information than hitherto. Most of
these developments have been aimed at producing

realistic computer graphic displays of real-world
objects (e.g. Sehacter 1983: Magnenat—Tha|man and
Thalman 1937; Muller at at’. 1988). Others have

focused on the development of multi—sensory

interfaces to computer models (e. g. Foley 1987;
Brooks 1987; Ware 19‘-)0; Ware and Osborne 1990).

Among the relevant emerging technologies and
their major application areas are: data visualization

(scientific analysis). computer photomontage (civil

engineering). building ‘walk throughs'

(architecture), environmental ‘fiy overs’ (flight and
battlefield training). surrogate walks (travel.

education and training), hypertextfmedia

(education), and multisensory simulations (arcade

games and flight simulation).
Not only do many of these technologies

integrate a far richer set of information than

hitherto. and generate photo-realistic images. but
some also mrrnit users to interact directly with the
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computer representation of the world. using a fuller

range of senses and faculties to do so. in the
recently developed technologies associated with

‘cyberspace’ and ‘altern ativc realities‘ (Gibson
1984; CADalyst 1989). prosthetic devices such as

data gloves and head-mounted visors are used to
manipulate the virtual world directly. and I-ISBTS (Ur

'participanls'] receive ‘feedback in the form of
continuous motion stereoscopic display. tactile

response. and even whole body motion. This takes
the concept of the ‘direct manipulation interface‘,

previously coined in the context of graphical user
interfaces (Shneiderman 1983), to its logical
conclusion.

The emerging technologies make it possible.

perhaps for the first time. for GIS developers to

consider integrating a complete range of
inforrttalion about the world in their systems and,

moreover. to provide this information in a form that
addresses the same senses that would be used by the

observer or analyst when confronting the real world
at first hand. Unlike current GIS. the emerging

technologies integrate information in a more

comprehensive manner. and attempt to present an
environment for action that is fully three

dimensional, is represented naturalistically, and in

which changes occur in real time. Moreover. the
user's role is considerably extended: users may

interact directly with the environment. modify the
environment. and receive mullisensory information
on the state of the environment. as well as

multisensory feedback as a result of taking certain
actions.

Of course. at considerable amount of research

and development is needed before such facilities

can he successfully provided for the purpose of

geographical problem solving. Little work has been
done, for example. on how to involve the human
senses of touch. taste or smell within computer

information systems. A widrrranging discussion is
also needed on the advisability of adopting such

technologies for real world problem solving. as

opposed to game playing in a simulated
environ mcnt.

This is not the place to argue the relative merits

of naturalistic representations of the world and
more abstract and symbolized models. Nor is it

appropriate to launch a discussion on the ethical or
moral issues involved in providing users with

surrogate rnultisensory experiences of the kind

anticipated by Aldous Huxley‘-s *fcelies‘.
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Nevertheless. it is important to consider in

what circumstances, and for which applications. the
heavily stylized model of the world provided by
contemporary (318 should be retained, and those

for which the more naturalistic, multisensory

representation would be more appropriate. The

alternatives are summarized in Fig. 22.9. Evidence

is already available that in applications such as
travel previews. estate agency denionstrations and

emergency training, the provision of surrogate
walks on an interactive video system, with their

more naturalistic representation of space. is

preferable to (and, more importantly, more useful

than) the more abstract representation provided by
the map. In work carried out on vehicle navigation

(Marl-t 1987). it has been similarly found that a map-
based display is not the most effective means of

communicating information about tasl-ts such as way

finding.

Perhaps (iIS developers should sidestep this

decision altogether. and leave it to the user to

decide. If both types of representation are made

available in GIS, together with a simple means of
switching from one to the other. then users can

judge for themselves when it is most appropriate to
use each model of the world.

Towards the 'omni-informational’ GIS

It is possible that none of the alternative approaches

discussed earlier will provide an appropriate model
for information integration within (318. Critics of

hypermedia, for example, point to the fact that

many users of hypertext and hypermedia systems

become ‘lost in hyperspaee‘ when they begin to
explore vast quantities of information. Much recent

research has been aimed at refining this browsing

model, either by constraining the freedom of users
to ramble aimlessly through stored information, or

else by providing orientation and structuring aids
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such as indexes. ‘maps. tours, and quizzes (Weyer

and Burning 1985; Hammond 1989'. Hammond and
Allinson 1987. 1989; Nielsen 19903].

In the meantime. other developments may yet
provide the impetus for more effective information

integration in GIS. For example. a greater degree of
integration than that afforded by the RDBMS
environment may be provided by object-oriented

database ntttnagement systems (OODBMS). In one

such system. for example. not only are multimedia

objects (images, audio messages. ctc.) defined as a
hierarchy of classes‘. but so too are the devices

(microphone. camera, screen, etc.) which capture,
store and present those objects (Woelk and Kim

1987). In this system. a message-passing protocol is
also established for interaction between these

classes, and both the class hierarchies and the

message protocol may be modified andlor extended

by the user. In the 19905. the hypermedia systems

may well converge with GIS that adopt the object-
oriented approach.

Alternatively. it may be necessary to look to

developments in the field of electronic messaging

and document handling. which have led to the
creation of a number of standards that define the

structure of multimedia messages and rlocurnents.
The office docu mcnt architecture (ODA), for

example, is an 130 standard that defines the
information content and structure of documents

([05 1986). This currently permits a document to

contain text. and geometrical and raster images. but
an extension to the standard also allows colour,

spreadsheets and sound. Yeorgaroudaltis (1990)

argues that future GIS software will need to adapt
more effectively to oflice environments where

information sharing is the norm. and this might
imply adoption of emerging office information

standards such as ODA. and the embracing of a for

broader range of non—geographical information than
hitherto.
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Finally, although it is now generally accepted

that information integration is best ensured by

adopting a single, unifying data model. Mel-(eown
and Lai (1987) suggest that multiple data

representations should be adopted by all spatial
information systems. They argue that several

internal representations should be adopted for

spatial databases. each applied where it is most
appropriate. and that a coordinating item of

software should be developed to provide users with
a uniform interface to these internal

representations.

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Over the past 25 years or so, considerable progress

has been made in enabling G13 to integrate diverse

information from a variety of sources. Currently.

integration is usually achieved by adopting a
coherent data model (typically the composite map

model or the geo-relational mod¢l)i Wl'llCl1 fill!"-l-ll'l3=$
that both spatial and attribute information are

synthesized in any problem-solving or decision-

making operation carried out by users.
This approach to integration provides major

rewards to the user, but it is not without its

problems. For example, it is clear that integration is
not a magical by-product of pouring diverse data

into a (313; it is usually the result of considerable
effort in overcoming the mutual intransigencc of
data drawn from various sources. Before a (318 can

be used to interrelate diverse information. that

information has first to he made comparable,

compatible and consistent. and this usually involves
considerable human effort.

There are also limitations on the extent to

which current (315 can integrate information. Most
current (315 betray their cartographic origins. and

are consequently myopic in respect of the

information they are able to integrate. In particular.

most GIS are poor at integrating information

through the three dimensions of the real world.
across time, and for information about the world

(such as environmental sounds) that have not been

easy to handle using traditional computer facilities.
Other systems reflect their underlying database

technology. and are therefore highly selective in the

types of information they handle. Most are designed
to handle highly structured information. and link
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information by means of unambiguous locational

references. Few are designed to handle
unconventional information, that is only loosely

goo-referenced. anti is associated with other
information by non—spatial links.

There are several alternative ways in which

diverse information can be integrated in El

computer—based information system. The

traditional GIS approach has been to use a spatial
location code as the primary key to relate all data.
However, other methods which involve a looser.

non-locational approach to information cross-
referencing are also proving to be effective. it has
also been shown how alternative user interfaces can

considerably broaden the scope for uscr-centred

information integration. ‘Whether these approaches
will lead to the appearance of several distinct types

ofC-IS (e.g. the multimedia G15. the hypermedia
GIS and the multiscnso1'y GIS) is an open question.

It is certainly the case, however. that ctitterent

approaches to data integration will be found to be
more appropriate for specific applications and users.

Thus. for example, spatial analysts might require a

consistent spatial data representation. or facilities

for converting between alternative spatial
representations; those engaged in environmental

monitoring, by contrast. might value facilities for
the automatic update of linked information in real
time; while environmental ntanagelnent trainees

and the general public might be better served by
interactive facilities for information navigation and

browsing. and by tools that enable the arbitrary
association of loosely connected information.

In the final analysis. information integration is

not simply a function of smart algorithms. standard
locational referencing schemes. unifying data

models, powerful computers and multimedia

storage devices. it is, perhaps above all else, the
result of en‘ipoWc.rit‘lg users to explore alternative

ways of linking the previously unlinked. and of
enabling them to do this by a process of conjecture
and refutation. Successful information integration is

thus an essentially human activity. which may be

carried out in private by the lone analyst. or across

networks by communities of decision makers.

Effective information integration thus hinges

crucially on the ability of spatial analysts and
decision makers to interact with one another.

through the medium of computer-based information

systems. as part of the process of making sense of
the world about them.
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